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On the Design of HF Radio Modems

ABSTRACT

The subject of this thesis is the design of HF radio modems. The investigation

begins with a review of the distortion, noise and interference characteristics specific to

modems designed for the HF channel. Based on the findings from this review a number of

techniques have been invented which substantially improve HF modem performance.

An HF modem is confronted with distortion and additive perturbations, i.e. noise

and interference. In the past statistical simulators were commonly used to guide the design

of HF modems but these risked ignoring pertinent aspects of the channel. Replav

simulators, constructed by the author overcame this problem. The design study began br'

examining a recently-developed modem thereby taking advantage of much previous

research. The modem, employing a parallel-tone waveform and trellis coded modulation.

was uncomplicated yet attained high performance amid HF distortion. Having identified.

acquired and, where necessary, constructed atl the experimental tools, the problem of

combating intederence was addressed. A combination of inærleaving, windowing and the

use of an adaptive decoding metric was found to give excellent performance in na¡rowband

interference. Experiments using impulsive noise revealed that interleaving with an adaptive

metric substantially improved performance. It was then demonstrated that a combination oi

these modifications could be incorporated into one modem giving outstanding performance

for a wide range of expected HF channel conditions.

The approach adopted here, of giving priority to an undersunding of the channei.

has resulted in substantial HF modem performance improvements. These ìmprovemenr

would not have even been recognised if it had not been for the advanced simulation

techniques developed.
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ADC

AGC

APD

ARQ

AV/GN

BER

BFSK

bps

BPSK

CCIR

cdf

codec

CM

CSF

CW

DAC

dB

DOD

DPSK

DQPSK

DSPSK

DSP

DSSS

DSTO

ECC

FSK

FIR

HF

Hz

IID

ISI

ITU

kHz

GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Analogue to Digital Converter

Automatic Gain Control

Amplitude Probability Distribution

Automatic Repeat Request

Additive Whiæ Gaussian Noise

Bit Error Rate

Binary Frequency Shift Keyed

bits per second

Binary Phase Shift Keyed

International Radio Consultative Committee

cumulative density function

Coder and Decoder

Coded Modulation

Channel Scattering Function

Carier Wave

Digital to Analogue Converter

decibels

Department of Defence (U.S.A.)

Differential Phase Shift Keyed

Differential Quadrature Phase Shift Keyed

Differential Octonary Phase Shift Keyed

Digital Signal Processing

Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum

Defence Science and Technology Organisation (Ausralia)

Error Control Coding

Frequency Shift Keyed

Finite Impulse Response

High Frcquency (refening to radio \¡/aves 3-30 MHz)

Ilerrz

Independent and Identically Distributed

Inter-Symbol Interference

International Telecommunications Union

kilo-Hertz
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km

kv/

LPI

MF

MFSK

MHz

MIL-STD

modem

ms

MUF

NGN

NTIA

OFDM

owF

PDD

pdf

PSD

PSK

SIR

STP

TCM

TTCP

UT

VHF

kilo-metre

kilo-Watt

Low Probability of Intercept

Medium Frequency (referring to radio waves 0.3 to 3 Mhz)

Multiple Frequency Shift Keyed

Mega-Hertz

Military Standa¡d

modulator and demodulator

milli-second

Maximum Useable Frequency

non-Gaussian noise

National (U.S.A) Telecommunications and Information

Administration

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexed

Optimum Working Frequency

Pulse Duration Distribution

probability density function

Pulse Spacing Distribution

Phase Shift Keyed

Signal to Interference Ratio

Standing Technical Panel

Trellis Coded Modulation

The Technical Cooperation Program

Universal Time

Very High Frequency (referring to radio waves 30 to 300 MHz)
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Chapær 1

INTRODUCTION

Abstract

High Frequency (HF) radio facilitaæs 'a¡ound-the-world' communications without

cables, repeater stations or satellites. In the early part of this century HF radio was the

principal form of long distance and mobile communications. In the 1970's there was a lull

in interest but recently there has been a resurgence. The use of computer technology has

made HF radio communication cheaper and more effective while also enabling high

reliability to be achieved through the use of a combination of communication methods.

Today, digital information is all pervasive, hence there is a strong demand for HF radio

modems. Significant signal distortion occurs over an HF link as well as the reception of

noise and interference, and an accurate account of the noise and distortion is very

important in designing modems specifîcally for the HF channel. In this thesis the HF

modem design is approached in two steps, fîrstly obtaining the tools allowing accurate

simulation of an HF data link and then using these tools to find HF modem design

improvements. The aim of the work here being to find a modem with superior performance

in the circumstances found on the HF radio channel.

1.1 HrGH FREQUENCY RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

High Frequency (HF) radios use the frequencies nominally between 3 and 30 MHz.

At these frequencies the ionosphere can be used to reflect (or refract) radio waves,

enabling over the horizon communications. This is presented in Figure 1.1. The ionosphere

is a region of the atmosphere between 50 km and 400 km high. Figure 1.2 shows the tIF

band in the context of the whole elecfomagnetic spectnrm. As higher frequencies are used

(i.e. Very High Frequencies, VHF) the radio-waves are likely to pass through the

ionosphere rather than be reflected, while lower frequencies (i.e. Medium Frequencies,

MF) are usually attenuated in the ionosphere and therefore have inferior range (Goodman,

1992).

The first long haul radio communications were achieved in the MF band by

Marconi in 1901. It was not until 1924 that with the development of the Ma¡coni beam

sysûem that the advantages of using HF for long distance communications were realised

6
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(Maslin 1987). For the next forty .years, HF radio dominated long distance and mobile

communications with the use of broadcast, voice and dau transmissions as well as the

original morse code. In the early 1970's satellite communications became more popular as

it offered higher data rates and a morE consistent service, and as a consequence research

and development of HF communications equipment was slowed for this period. In the

1980's came the realisation that satelliæ communication was not a panacea, and for

military applications there were concerns about satellite vulnerability, while expens€ was a

concern for both military and civil users. Here are some of the current day advantages and

disadvantages of HF radio communications:

Disadvantages:

- Long distance HF communication is unavailable for a small percentage of the time

as a result of random, solar induced, ionospheric disturbances.

- HF Bandwidth is limited and in demand.

- Communications links must contend with fading, noise and interference.

- Frequency management is required to maintain an FIF link

Advantages:

- HF equipment is relatively inexpensive.

- No connecting infrastructure is required.

- HF has military advantages in terms of its tolerance to counter measures

Today, with the use of satellites and submarine cables and fibre, HF radio provides only a

small fraction of global long distance communications. However in recent decades, the

total use of HF radio circuits has become greaûer than ever before. Many of the

disadvantages are being ameliorated via the application of new technology whi-le the

advantâges guarantee a niche for HF communications.

1.2 HF MODEM TECHNOLOGY

Digital traffrc comprises a significant and growing portion of HF radio traffic. The

natural form of many types of media, text, fax, and computer data is digital. The further

advantages of digital HF communications are that it simptifies networking, i.e use of

message forwarding and Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ), and enables easy cryptography.

Some disadvantages are increased system complexity and in the case of current voice
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coder-decoder (codec) modem combinations, lower voice quality performance. Modern

engineering is allowing high complexity systems to remain cheap and reliable and hence a

good solution from the customer's point of view. The current low performance of digital

solutions is not due to fundamental limits and this thesis encapsulates some of the progress

being made towards improving modem performance. Regardless of these advantages and

disadvantages there will be a greater reliance on digital communications simply because

much more of the information used in our society is stored in digitat form.

Over the last half century significant progress has been made in the field of HF

modems. A good review can be found in a paper by Pennington (1989). The design of

modems generally has focused on improved perfoÍnance in band-limiæd Additive V/hite

Gaussian Noise (AWG|Ð channels. The noise, interference and distortion experienced on

the HF channel as seen from a voice band modem is very much more complicated than

this. Only a small component of HF noise can be accurately described as AWGN, more

commonly the noise is impulsive and the inærference is na¡rowband. An HF sky-wave

signal will usually undergo dispersion in time and frequency. The time dispersion or multi-

path distortion may range up to about 5 ms Q-e Roux et al, 1987) and this can result in 15

symbols of inter-symbol inærference in some modems while in other designs the frequency

selectivity of the channel creates problems. Furthermore the time dispersion or impulse

response of the channel may be varying. The raæ of variation is ofæn described in ærms

of Doppler spread, the standard deviation of the power spectrum of channel variations. On

the HF channel a Doppler spread of less than 2 Hz (Ie, Roux et al, 1987) is usual although

it can be as high as 10 Hz (Pennington, 1989). For HF modems very slow fading can

cause difficulties as well as extremely fast fading. The vast majority of HF modem designs

have assumed Rayleigh fading multi-path distortion with AWGN or have used 'on ail'

trials.

The problem with 'on ait' tests, excepting the expense, has been that it is difficult

to get accurate modem comparisons because only one modem could be tested on a

particular channel at a particular time and all HF channels are unique and time varying, It

was assumed that optimising modems against Rayleigh fading multi-path distortion with

AWGN was sufficient but with the help of replay simulation (this is discussed in Chapær

5) some inæresting insights into channel conditions which affect modem design have been

gained. Figure 1.3 shows the performance of two modems in Rayleigh fading multi-path

distortion (CCIR Recommendation 520-1) and recorded HF channel noise. Under these

conditions the modems have very similar performance. When a particular sequence of

recorded channel distortions was used, one of the modems failed to perform, as is shown

9
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in Figure 1.4 (I would like to thank Ma¡k Preiss for generating Figures 1.3 & 1.4). It is not

presumed that these two cases alone deærmine which modem is best but it is suggested

that a variety of probable channel conditions need to be examined. Further details relating

to these graphs can be found in Appendix 1.5. Figures 1.5 & 1.6 show how the use of

AWGN as opposed to recorded impulsive noise could reverse modem performance results.

The example given here uses two nearly identical modems except for a small change in the

detection algorithm. These results are discussed in detail in Chapter 7 of this thesis.

Considering these examples, and appealing to common sense, it becomes clear that the

design of HF radio modems involves optimisation against the disturbances which occur on

the real HF channel.

Much research has been done on the physics of HF propagation and this has led to

the ability to predict variations with respect to frequency, time of day, time of year,

sunspot activity and location (Davies, 1990). This information is of great assistance to HF

communications planners and managers but has far less utility to the modem designer. A

modem must be designed to optimise its performance in the given conditions as the

modem itself has no control over any of the above parameters. Fufhermore a modem

processes information at an extremely high rate, so knowledge of the nature of channel

variations over the sub-second time scale is vital while the ability to predict changes over

long time scales is irelevant. Hence, the signal design or modem perspective is of

paramount importance.

1.3 THESIS SIJMI\{ARY

The theme of this thesis is that by interpreting the HF radio channel from a signal

design perspective, it is possible to improve the design of HF radio modems. The research

has consisted of first acquiring the channel simulation tools, then acquiring a base line

modem and finally searching for techniques to improve modem performance. Chapter 2

considers conventional models for simulating the distortion experienced by a voiceband

communications signal over the HF sky-wave channel. The accuracy of these models is a

concern and an alærnative was sought. The next chapter is concerned with HF noise and

interference. Traditionally modems \¡/erc designed by considering the noise to be Additive

V/hiæ Gaussian Noise (AWGÌ.Ð. The AWGN component of HF noise is so small as to be

insignificant in the design of HF modems. The main additive components can be described

as narrowband inærfercnce and impulsive noise. This outlines the noise problem on which

a modem design should be focused. Chapter 4 discusses the design of the enhanced

l1
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parallel tone modem. Parallel tone modems were originally developed for HF in 1958 but

fell out of favour in the 1980's (Pennington, 1989). Recently it was discovered that a

modem could be constructed by overlaying coded modulation onto the basic parallel tone

structure, and this outperformed all competitors under most channel conditions.

Furthermore, the simplicity of this modem made it a good candidaæ for researching design

improvements. In Chapter 5 the construction of three new HF channel simulators is

discussed. Firstly a simple simulator was constructed to reproduce the HF channel

distortions experienced by a parallel tone modem, and another simple simulator was

constructed to reproduce the type of noise commonly received on the HF channel. Finally

a full replay simulator was constructed which was able to test any voiceband modem under

realistic HF noise and distortion conditions. Having acquired or constructed all the

necessary tools, investigations into improving the performance of the HF modem followed.

Chapter 6 is concerned with improving the modem's tolerance to nanowband interference,

often a severe problem on HF channels. This chapter is followed by an investigation into

the appropriate deæctor design for an HF modem in impulsive noise, a very common type

of HF disturbance. Chapter 8 discusses how narrowband interference tolerance and

impulsive noise tolerance can be combined in one modem to give superior performance

under a wide variety of circumstances.

1.4 CONCLUSION

HF radio modems are an important component of modern HF communication

systems. The noise and distortion experienced on the HF channel proves challenging for

the modem designer. This thesis contains a review of the modem relevant aspects of the

HF channel, the design of channel simulators and some significant design improvements to

an already outstanding modem.

13



1.5 APPENDIX

1.5.1 Details pertaining to Figures 1.3 & 1.4

Singe Tone Modem

Modulation; MIL-STD-188-1 104 single tone waveform

Noæ that performance is dependent on the demodulator design. This was a commercially

available modem so deøiled information rù/as not available.

Bit Rate:2400 bps

Interleaving.' none

Parallel Tone Modem

Modulatiou 16-tone format (see Chapær 4 of this thesis) without pilot tone.

Bit Rate: 2400 bps

Interleaving.' diversity of 7 (see Chapær 4 of this thesis)

Coding: 128 state, rate 213 Trellis Coded Modulation GCM) (Schlegel & Costello, 1989)

Detection: Adaptive Gaussian Metric (see Chaptet 7 of this thesis)

Channel Recording

Date:28 March 1994

Tim.e: 22:00 UT

Expe cte d I ono spheric C onditio,ns; Multi-path

Level Crossing Rate: I per 8.6 seconds (see Preiss, 1995 for details)

Time Delay Spread: 1.2 ms (standard deviation)

Transmit Sir¿: Salisbury, South Australia.

Transmitter Power: 500 W

Transmit Antenna: Sloping V

Receive Location: in Tasman Sea, near Sydney

Receive Antenna: Whip

Path Distance: approx. 1200 km

Bearing: approx. 90
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Chapter 2

A RE,VIEW OF THE MODELLING AND SIMULATION OF DISTORTION ON

THE HIGH FREQUENCY VOICE BAND CHANNEL

Abstract

The fundamental purpose of communications channel simulators is to provide

repeatable performance comparisons between particular equipment and their associaæd

configurations. An additional important role is to assist in the design of HF equipment

As the state of development of radio equipment improves, the accuracy of simulators used

for this purpose becomes increasingly crucial.

The two essential aspects of HF channel simulation are distortion and additive

noise. HF channel distortion (or fading) is of primary importance because it can not be

defeated by using high power transmitters. In fact, the most promising approach is to use

clever modem designs. Only three significantly different HF simulator models have been

found in the contemporary literature. The most popular simulator model is the "'Watterson

Model" (Watterson et al., 1970) which was developed many years ago and lacks the

accuracy required for modern modem design. More recently two new models labelled "A

Wide-Band Model" (Vogler & Hoffmeyer, 1990) and "A Pseudo-Deterministic Model" (I-e

Roux et al., 1987, 1990) have been constructed and are subject to on-going development

The main body of this chapter contains a critical review of HF channel distortion

simulators and this is followed by an alternative proposal that may overcome many of the

weaknesses of contemporary methods. This work has presented previously by the author

(Giles, I992a, Giles & Willoughby, 1993 and Giles & Willoughby, 1994).

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The provision of data communications over High Frequency (FIF) radio channels

has provided an interesting and diffrcult problem for modem designers. Many approaches

have been punued leading to the realisation of a variety of modems with distinctly

different performance characteristics @ennington, 1989). In order to determine the relative

performance of this plethora of equipment in a laboratory environment, HF channel

simulators have been developed. Understandably, HF equipment designers have found such

simulators to be valuable tools in the design of new products. This chapter is concerned

l5



with the appropriateness and limitations of the channel models embedded in the simulators

and the effect they have on com.munications system design. The main body of this chapær

cont¿ins a critical review of existing HF channel models and exposes their deficiencies.

From this basis the HF channel simulation quandary is discussed.

2.2 HF SIMULATION . A REVIEW

Received sþ-wave HF radio communication signals suffer two main types of

disturbances: noise and distortion. Noise is considered an additive disturbance and includes

galactic noise from stellar sources, arnospheric noise due to the activity of charged

particles in the atmosphere, and interference from man made sources. The distortion aspect

being considered in this chapter comprises time dispersion or multi-path distortion and

frequency dispersion or fading. To design an HF data modem it is important to have a

quantitative understanding of HF channel distortion. Some early studies were carried out

by Boys (1968) and Shaver et al. (L967) and some simulators constructed, but the

simulators were restricted by available æchnology and the contemporary perception of the

channel, (Chapis & Robeß, 1966 and Goldberg, 1965). In 1970, a model that included

multi-path and fading distortion ,üas proposed by Watterson et al. (1970) and this model

became embodied in the CCIR report 549-2.

2.2.lWatterson Model

A Watterson Simulator operates on a complex baseband signal and has a tapped

delay line structure as shown in Figure 2.1.

Referring to this figure:

S(Ð is the base-band transmitted signal;

r(t) is the base-band received signal, and

G,(r) is the tap gain function for the iü tap.

A number of assumptions further define the Watterson model as the tapped delay line

structure by itsetf can model any linear channel. These assumptions are:

a) Rayleigh Fading Assumption

The tap gain functions G,(r) are assumed to be complex Gaussian processes. The

magnitude of a complex Gaussian process is Rayleigh distibuæd, hence the name

'Rayleigh Fading'.
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Tapped Delay Line

s(t)

c1 (t)

r (t)

Summation
Figure 2.1 Watterson Simulator Structure.
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p(GtG) = x+iy) = p(x)p(y) =

-e
2æd

- (¡t.y)
T

The shape of the probability density function (pdf) of the tap gain functions G,(r) is

shown in Figure 2.2.

b) Tap Gain Independence Assumption

The tap gain functions G,(r) are assumed to be statistically independent

p(Grcj) = p(G)p(G) (2.2)

For zero mean Gaussian distribuæd random variables independence implies a zeÍo cross-

correlation.

EÍG;@cj(r)l = o Vj*i

c) Gaussian Power Spectrum Assumption

The tap gain functions G,(r) ¿¡re assumed to have a power spectrum vr(fl with a

Gaussian shape or a shape consisting of the sum of Gaussians.

I (2.r)

(2.3)

v,(f) exp I
C.tl l (2.4)

2no zno.2.
I,D

2 Zo?
lralra

Where f,,",f,,, are the Doppler shifts of components i,a and i,b,

Çi.o,ci,b are the frequency spreads of components i,4 and i,å, and

C,,rC,,, are the power gains of components i,a and i,b.

An example tap gain power spectrum is shown in Figure 2.3.

d) Discrete Paths Assumption

An implicit assumption is that there a¡e a small number of discrete paths n in the

tapped delay line. These paths correspond to physical signal paths (i.e. ionospheric E,F

layers) so n is usually less than eight, (I-e Roux et al., 1987).

The Watterson model has been the principal model for IIF simulation for the last

twenty years with many implementations of the model being performed despiæ its many

stated limitations. Some of the many implementations have been reported by Ralphs and

Sladen (1976), Matley and Bywaærs (1977), Ehram et al (1982), Dawson (1984), Pearl

(1984), Mooney (1985) and Girault et al (1988). The first of the aforementioned limitations

is that model was designed and tesûed for bandwidths of no more than 12 kHz Secondly,
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Figure 2.2 Pdf of Tap Gain Functions in the Watterson HF Channel Model.
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Figure 2.3 Power Spectrum of Tap Gain Functions in the Watter-son HF Channel Model.
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the'Watterson model assumes stationarity, an assumption that appears only to be accurate

for periods of approximaæly 10 minuæs or less. It is important that any tests performed

using a Watterson model measure statistics over this time scale. The æsts done to validate

the Watterson model used only three channel measurements totalling 36 minutes,

Watterson (1970). The four assumptions which form the core of the Watterson model are

examined here in the light of other HF experiments.

a) Rayleigh Fading Assumption

The assumption that the tap gain functions have a Rayleigh pdf is well supported,

given that the time scale is of the order of 10 minutes, with independent measurements

taken by Shaver et al. (1967), David et 41. (1969) and Picquena¡d (1974). It has been

reporûed by Picquenard (1974) that over time scales of approximately one hour the pdf is

log-normal. Over a short time scale it is difficult to collect enough samples to determine

the tap gain pdf, particularly for low fade rates, due to a shortage of fading periods.

b) Tap Gain Independence Assumption

It is not ha¡d to conûemplaæ a physical situation where this assumption is likely to

be incorrect. As noted by Le Roux et al (1990) 'propagation modes reflected by the same

layer are in general highly correlated'. One of Watterson's (1970) (table II, sample 12) own

results could be inærpreæd as challenging the assumption. An M mode and 2F mode

showed a nonnalised cross correlation of 5.59 when a normalised cross correlation of less

than 1 indicates independence, see Figure 2.4. Further investigation is required to

determine the situations under which this assumption may not hold, what effect this has on

communications systems, and what the nature of any inter-tap correlation may be.

c) Gaussian Power Spectrum Assumption

The Gaussian Power Spectrum does not have an apparent physical origrn. Other

models have arbitrarily chosen different spectrums. A first order spectrum was proposed

by Vogler & Hoffmeyer (1990) and a Butterworth filær spectrum was used by Serrat-

Fernandez et al. (1985). The choice of spectrum does, however, affect the resulß obøined,

Bello & Nelin (1962). As some modem designs can incorporat€ a knowledge of the power

spectrum of the fading into their design, Makrakis & Mathoiopoulos (1990), this topic is

worthy of further investigation.

d) Discrete Paths Assumption

The physical ionospheric channel usually consists of a small number of discreæ

propagation paths. In order to accurately represent this channel with the discreæ taps in the

'Watterson channel the relationship, given in (2.5), between the time spread on ionospheric

paths and channel model bandwidth must hold, Watterson (1970).
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Figure 2.4 Example Ionosphelic Paths.
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B< |
Í4(2p")l

(2.s)

where B is the bandwidth of the channel model, and

p, is the effective time spreads on the ionospheric paths.

On the HF channel intra-path time spreads of 0.1 ms are usual, Maslin (1987),

resulting in a maximum simulation bandwidth of 2.5 Y,Ílz, but time spreads of up to 2.2 ms

within a single propagation mode have been reported by Vogler and Hoffmeyer (1990).

The V/atærson model is unlikely to be suitable for simulating such a channel as it would

have an effective maximum bandwidth of only 110 Hz.

There is a great deal of freedom available in choosing the parametcrs of the

Watt€rson model, however, the CCIR Recommendation 520-I provides guidance in thei¡

selection. V/hile simulating system performance using such parameters results in some

interesting performance measures, it is difficult to extrapolaæ these results to deærrnine

system performance on the FIF channel. This is because the probability of a particular set

of parameters matching any particular link is not known. It appears that the only available

set of parameters that match a link directly are those collected by Watærson (1970) during

the validation process. While there have been numerous measurements of FIF parameters

reported by Pennington (1989), Maslin (1987), the CCIR report 203-l (1986) and many

others, these have usually been direcæd towa¡ds examining the performance of particular

modems or the physical properties of the ionosphere rather than the 'Watterson IIF channel

simulator.

2.2.2 
^ 

Wide-Band Model

Recently, the development of wide-band HF systems by Perry (1982) and Skaug

(1984) for example, has highlighæd the inability of the Watterson model to deal *ith wide

bandwidths. In 1987, there \¡/ere no validaæd wide-band HF models available nor was

there an availability of wide-band experimental HF data on which to base a model"

Hoffmeyer & Nesenbergs (1987). Experimental work was undertaken by Basler et al.

(1937) and Wagner et al. (1988) to provide the basis for a new IIF model. Vogler &

Hoffmeyer (1990) then proposed a model for a bandwidth of the order of 1 MHz and a

much grcat€r range of ionospheric condiúons than the Watterson model. The new model

can easily be applied to smaller bandwidths so it is of great inærest to voiceband modem

designers.
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The wideband model by Vogler & Hoffmeyer (1990) is based on the channel

scattering function (CSÐ. The CSF is creaæd as shown in Figure 2.5 by fnst obtaining a

set of successive impulse responses of the channel with a channel probe. Power spectrums

are taken for each value of delay within an impulse response. The power as a function of

time delay and frequency forms the CSF. Consider the channel impulse response /r(r,r) as a

complex function of time delay t (typicalty 0-15 ms) with the additional par¿rmeter of large

scale time r (15 ms increments up to some minutes). Then the CSF S(t,f) is given by:

S(r,,f) = lPlh(t,r)l2l
(2.6)

where F[.] denoæs the Fourier transform with respect to t.

The model CSF is constn¡cted from the superposition of a parametric CSF for each

sky-wave mode. The CSF's consist of a delay amplitude factor T(r), a correlation factor

C(r) and phase function q(t,r).

S(t¡ =41)4C(t)e d"Ðl (2.7)

The delay factor I(t) is dehned by the parameters l"¡, Tç and fy, representing the

lower, central and upper values of delay respectively and At,þr,Qr,þ, which are constånts

that can be either derived from a physical model or calculated from a recorded CSF.

r-r, ' ¡P1r-jlrr
T(r)=A(- -")e '"''

Íc4t
, rL<T<ru (2.8)

(2.e)

(2.10)

(2.11)

G,Þ = 0r,Þ, VrL<T<Tc

cr,Þ=cr2,P2VréT<T,u

a,r,þpþ,92 a¡e chosen such that T(t) is piece-wise continuous and such that:-

T(r") = A

dr(r) 
= o

dr
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TIME VARYING IMPULSE RESPONSE OF THE HF CHANNEL
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Figure 2.5 Derivation of the Channel Scattering Function.
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The correlation factor C(t) deærmines the shape and extent of the Doppler sprcad.

Two possible shapes have been proposed, these being a Gaussian shape and the Lorentzian

shape (a fi¡st order filær shape). The defining physical parameter is the Doppler spread o,

measured at the receiver noise threshold 4".

a) Gaussian Shape

C(t) = AoreÁo'ù' (2.13) i

6r=
oD

A
-ln n

A

(2.t4)

(2.rs)

(2.16)

(2.17)

IE

With rp = 0 the CSF has a Gaussian shape for constant t as given in (2.15).

S(rJ) = ¡,
-,q!'f

6t

b) Lorentzian Shape

C(t) = Acrenl fo, t>o else C(t) = Q

cÍ=
2no oA^

2_A 1

Â

The shape of the CSF for I = 0 and constant t can be generated from (2-16).

Doppler shifts within each mode are represented using the phase function.

(f""-l)ß""c)
(2.18)q(ql) = 2relPo+f"

T"4t

Where g, is an arbitrary phase.

f is the Doppler shift for the central delay r".

/", is the Doppler shift corresponding to the lower delay value t .

Examples of synthesised CSF'S are shown in Figure 2.6. Once a CSF is obtained it is

relatively simple to constn¡ct a conesponding simulator. The simulator uses a tapped delay

line structure as does the Vfatterson simulator with the addition of frequency components
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occurring for each tap. The structure of such a simulator is given in Figure 2.7.

Although this model overcomes the difficulty of simulating a wide-band channel, it

is equally applicable to simulating narrow-band systems. It has the additional advantage

that the parameters of the model can be generated from a physical model, (Vogler &

Hoffmeyer, 1988) or taken from a recorded CSF. There are some aspects of this model

that clearly warrant further investigation. It is not clear which of the two correlation factors

should be used although it is suggested that the l,orentzian shape is most like the

measurements. The parameterisation of the CSF done in constructing the wide-band model

is a simplification of earlier work by (Basler et a1., 1987). The effect of these

simplifîcations needs to be studied. So fa¡ no rigorous validation of the new model has

been performed, only graphical verifications. One further issue, fundamental to both

simulators so far discussed, is that they assume that the channel being modelled is

stationary. The HF channel has variations on nearly every time scale (e.g. diurnal,

seasonal, solar cycle) so the user must be very careful to ensure the time scales chosen for

measuring model parametcrs and æsting equipment using the simulator are appropriaæ.

Even considering ttre issues mentioned above, the wide-band model shows a great deal of

promise and may well provide an accurate HF simulator foundation for the present and

future.

2.2.3 
^ 

Pseudo-Deterministic Model

The purely statistical nature of the Vy'atterson model has made difficult the

association with any particular measured HF channel. Furthermore, the desire to make a

channel model with fa¡ fewer restrictions has led to the development of a pseudo-

deterministic model that uses many more parameters and corresponds to a measured

channel, (I-e Roux et al., 1987, 1990). The HF channel is cha¡acterised by a time varying

impulse response h(t,r) which has a corresponding transfer function S(r"f) which is relaæd

by the Fourier transform operator with respect to time delay t.

s(tl) = r,)e t2"fr dr

The transfer function is modelled in ærms of a deærministic component and a

random component gÁt,Í) for each mode or path i.

þa.
(2.te)

n

g(t,Í) = | l,{t$e2ri),çl) * | s nGJ)
i=l
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Where n is the number of modes,

A,(t,,f) is the measured mode amplitude and

Q,G,fl is the mode phase function.

In this model the phase function is described by the tenns of a Taylor series.

Q G J) = Q 
(ro¿ *6-¡¡$fr,f"l.tr-ç$Cr,O

+(f-f)(t-t)ffia,tl
(2.2r)

where f is the carrier frequency, and

t, is the reference time inst¿nt.

Measurements found that in most cases the random component g¡Ql) had a bi-

variaæ Gaussian pdf with generally a strong dependence existing between the random

componens of each path. Furtheñnore, the spectrum of these components was such that

they may be simulaæd by low order auto-rcgressive processes.

A simulator can easily be constructed using this model. The impulse response /r(f,t)

can be obtained from the transfer function g(tf) via the inverse Fourier transform. The

signal distortion can then be simulaæd by passing the æst signal through a finiæ impulse

response filær with the response å(l,t) as shown in Figure 2.8.

This model shows some potential as it atæmpts to reflect the properties of a

measured channel more accurately than the statistical models. From 1990, more work was

being done to validaæ this model by t e Roux et al. (1990).

2.4 DISCUSSION

When simulating an environment such ¿rs HF channel distortion, there is a

continuum of choices between models having few parameteÍis, based mainly on random

variables and models which depend mostly on pre-determined data. By labelling the fonner

type of model "statistical" and the laær type "deterministic" we can classify the Watterson

and V/ide-band models as statistical, while the pseudo-deærministic model is towards the

deærministic end of the scale. A completely deærministic FIF channel simulator would be

one that relies entirely on pre-recorded information to generate the channel distortions.

Simulators of this type have been constructed and are called replay simulators.
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Statistical simulaors have a few advantages:

- They are general simpler than deærministic simulators in terms of implementation

complexity as they use a defrned statistical model.

- The p¿ìrameters of a statistical simulator can be used to obtain an infrniæ variety of

poæntial HF channel conditions.

Deærministic simulators also have a number of advantages:

- The use of effectively a very large number of parameters leads to a high degree of

accuracy in channel reproduction.

- The performance results from a replay simulator have absolute meaning. The absoluæ

error perforïnance of a modem on a real HF channel can be deærmined provided that a

channel recording has been made.

Historically, the essential problem with replay simulators has been that they require

large amounts of memory and computational power. As modern computer technology has

eliminated this problem, replay simulator æchniques have become more attractive. A

comprehensive discussion of HF channel replay simulators is given in Chapter 5.

2.5 CONCLUSION

A number of HF channel simulators have been reviewed from the viewpoint of the

communications system designer. The faditional statistical \ilatterson model has, in the

past, provided designers with a guide, but has limitations in ærms of bandwidth and raJìge

of channel conditions it can represent. A wide-band model has been proposed which

overcomes some of the problems of the Watterson model, but this new model awais

deøiled verification. A quasi-deærministic model also provides some improvement on the

basic Watt€rson model but is the subject of on-going experiments. Clea¡ly, there is some

level of compromise in using any of the above mentioned simulation models. An

alærnative method is to record the channel distortion of an HF channel and reproduce this

in the laboratory. Recent developments in computer æchnology have now made such

simulators practical to implement as will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapær 3

A REVIEW OF' THE MODELLING AND SIMULATION OF NOISE AND

INTERFERENCE FOR IIF MODEIVT DESIGN

Abstract

Additive noise presents a fundamental limit to the performance of digital

communications. On the HF channel, the noise and inærference are non-Gaussian and non-

whiæ being generated from various sources including other HF users and lightning. It has

been proposed that accurate knowledge and faithful simulation of the HF noise

environment will lead to betær HF modem design. Many studies have been conducæd and

some simulators built for both these classes of noise, but much resea¡ch is still required.

The most significant components of HF noise a¡e na:rowband inærference and impulsive

noise. This chapær examines published work on HF channel noise and interference and

finds pertinent information for simulation and modem design.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The design of HF radio data modems involves dealing with two types of

distr¡rbances: additive noise and distortion. The distortion aspect has been discussed in

Chapter 1. Additive noise is of particular concern to the communications systems designer

because it limits the performance of the system. This was shown by Shannon (1948) who

derived the maximum dat¿ rate that can be ransmitæd and received without etror, referred

to as the channel capacity C, on a distortion-less Additive Whiæ Gaussian Noise (AWG|Ð

channel as:

C<Blogr(I+SNR) (3.1)

Where C is the data rate in bis ¡rer second,

B is the channel bandwidth in Hertz, and

SNR is the signal to noise power ratio.

From a system viewpoint there are many ways to deal with this fundamental limit, such as

increasing the transmitter power, relocating the receiver, or compressing the data. The

modem can only optimise performance by using modulation and deæction strategies

tqilored to the expected types of noise. Consequently, this review concentrates on noise
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Noise Sources Noise Statistics

Other HF Users

(Communications, Radars & Beacons)

Narrow-Band or

Impulsive in Frequency

Electrical Equipment & Machinery

Atmospherics (lightning)

Impulsive (in time)

Exüa-Terresrial (Stars & Galaxies)

Receiver (internally generated)

Spread Spectrum HF users

White Gaussian Noise

and inærfelþnce statistics.

Additive pernrrbations can be divided into three main categories according to their

statistics as shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Noise sources and their corresponding noise statistics

The Gaussian noise power from galactic sources is usually insignificant except at

the highest frequencies in the HF band, and receiver noise is always swamped by other

noise sources. Thus the noise on HF circuits is rarely predominantly Gaussian.

Atmospheric noise, resulting from lightning and the movement of charged particles,

is a major source of noise. Is power and other characteristics vary greatly with season and

location, time of day and frequency. Impulsive noise may also be generated by electrical

equipment and machinery. The characteristics of this noise a¡e deterrnined by human

activity in the vicinity of the receiver site.

Narrowband inærference being generated by other HF users is the most powerful

type of additive pernrbation in the HF band and can present major difficulties especially

in the developed regions of the world. Only once a clear channel is found do the other

types of noise dominate.

3.2 NARROWBAND INTERFERFÀICE

The changing nature of human activity makes it impossible to definitively

characterise man-made noise and interference. However, many studies and important

observations have been made on the subject. Very strong inærference most commonly

comes from other tIF us€rs operating communications or radar equipmenL Inærference
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from other HF users at some frequencies may be as high as 70 dB above all other types of

noise, (Perrl' & Abraham, 1989). This type of inærference problem is greatest in the

developed regions of the world such as Europe and is usually worst nea¡ the Optimum

Working Frequency (OWF), (Gott et a1., 1983). There a¡e normally many fIF users on the

FIF band and most of them Írre transmitting narrow band signals, so thei¡ inûerference can

be modelled statistically in the frequency domain.

An extensive measurcment program by (Gott et al., 1994) has culminated in a

spectral occupancy model. The model estimaæs congestion Q, beng the probability of a

HF channel containing interference, given the channel's bandwidth, the receiver's

threshold, the time of year, sunspot number and location. For a fixed location and channel

bandwidth the model is defined thus:

(3.2)

!r= Ak + Blthreshold(dBm)l

+ (C 
o+ C rf r) S uns Po tN umb e r

+ D cos(2r weeUí2)SunspotNumber

+ (Eo+E tf )cos(2æ w eeH 52)

+ Ff*cos(4nweeH52)

(3.3)

where A, is a constant for the l¿h ITÍJ frequency allocation having a centre frequency f,,

week takes the values L to 52 defining the week of the year,

SunspotNumber is the sunspot number for the candidaæ week,

threshol.d is the received field stength above which a channel is defined as

containing inærference and

B,C6C1ÐEøE',F and Ar are constants defined for a specific location and time of

day.

Using measurements t¿ken in the Uniæd Kingdom near the OWF a range of congestion

values were measured from around 5 Vo to over 50 Vo when considering channels 100 Hz

wide. In some 50 kHz bands the voiceband channel (2.5 kHz wide) availability was zero.

The data collecæd inferred that channels were independent for frequency separations of

greaûer than 1-2 kHz. Via this model, a relationship between threshold and congestion can

be observed. The form of this relationship is shown in Figure 3.1.
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HF inærference measurements taken in frequency bands 1 MHz wide were analysed

by Perry & Abraham (1989). Some of the statistics measured were:

- OCCUPANCY. This is very similar to congestion. Extrapolation was used to

estimaæ the level of congestion if the threshold were set to the background noise

level.

- LP^*, the difference in decibels between the noise floor and the frequency

segment containing the most interference.

The occupancy near the OWF was found to range between 7 Vo and 40 7o with an average

occupancy of 20 % when using frequency channels 9.5 Hz wide, while LP^* values of

between 56 dB and 70 dB were measured. Perry & Abraham (1989) have proposed a

relationship between occupancy and measurement threshold and this is compared with the

Gott et al. model in Figure 3.1. These two relationships only differ substantially in how

they model the extremities of the distributions, i.e. where background noise is relevant or

alærnatively where the number of occupied bands approaches z.eÍo. This is not a.

substantial difference as the models were not inænded to address the extreme

circumstances. Some researchers have concenEated on the simulation of HF interference

rather than obtaining a full statistical model. Girault et al. (1988) have constructed an FIF

channel simulator that generates jamming and unintentional inærference signals. It allows

the user to specify the parameærs of signals known to be present on the HF band such as

PSK modems, BFSK modems and chirps. An even simpler approach to simulating

interference was used by Moulsley & McCarthy (1986) who played pre-recorded

inærference into their simulator. l¡mmon & Behm (1991) have developed a wide-band

noise simulator that uses carrier waves to simulate interference from other HF users. The

phase and frequency probability density functions (pdfs) of the sinusoids were uniform

whereas the pdf of the Hatl (1966) model was used to describe the amplitude distribution:

p(A) (3.4)

Where ^4 is the amplitude,

0 and y are parameters controlling the shape of the amplitude pdf and

K is a normalising factor.

Lemmon & Behm (1991) used 40 sinusoids with Gaussian and impulsive processes to

simulate HF noise and inærference within an 800 kHz band and found good agteement

between measured and simulaæd amplitude cumulative density functions (cdfs).
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3.2.1 Conclusion - Narrowband Interference

Measurements have shown that the HF spectrum contains much interference in

teûns of congestion and power. It has been observed that interference Power is correlaæd

when there is a frequency difference of less than 1-2 kHz. This suggests that there is some

benefit in designing voiceband HF modems for partial band inærference. A relationship

between occupancy and measurement threshold has been discovered which may assist in

the design of wideband modems. Unfor¡¡nately, there are not enough independent samples

in frequency to make use of this relationship in a voiceband modem. There is cleady much

scope for further describing interference from other HF users but care must be taken to

ensure that the changing nature of human activity does not out date any analysis done.

Narrowband interference has ofæn been simulated using sinusoids. However,

designing a modem to tolerate a complet,ely stable carrier wave interferer is a much

simpler problem than dealing with modulated yet narrowband interference. Thus,

interference simulation using a wide variety of known inærference, either pre-recorded or

synthesised would be ideal. A library of the required recordings is being compiled at

DSTO, but a preliminary solution was also needed. A swept carrier wave or chirp was

used to simulate narowband interference. This had the advantage of exercising the

modem's entire spectrum while appearing narrowband over the shorter time scale.

3.3 IMPULSIVE NOISE

HF impulsive noise is usually generated by either lightning or electrical machinery.

Here, impulsive noise is defined to be noise with a high peak to root mean square

amplitude ratio. The pdf provides a simple yet incompleûe description of the noise. This

statistic has been exænsively measured and modelled. The descriptions of the behaviour of

the HF impulsive noise over time is much more complicaæd. This topic is also reviewed in

Section 3.3.5.

3.3.1 Mathematical Models

An extensive review of atmospheric noise and impulsive noise can be found in

Spaulding (1981) and Spaulding & Middleton (1975) respectively. Here, the pdfs

generated by a few of the models, relating mainly to at¡nospheric noise, are outlined.

An early model of atmospheric impulsive noise w¿ìs proposed by Beckmann (1964)

whereby small perhrrbations had a Rayleigh amplitude pdf while the larger excursions had

a log-normal amptitude pdf, (3.5). For simplicity, the pdf equations are given without the
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normalising factor, used to insure that the inægral of the pdf equals one, and without the

par¿rmeter used to set the va¡iance by scaling the amplitude A axis. The pdf proposed by

Beckman has four parameters, N, o, the cross over point c between small and large values

of A, and the variance parameter.

V Acc
N

(3.s)

?A f -n't_
liv

exp

p(A) =
I (ln(A) *o')' V A>cexp

A

Another early atmospheric impulsive noise model was proposed by Hatl (1966)

with three pammeters (3.6), the major weakness being that the pdf is unrealistic as it

contains infiniæ energy for some values of 0.

p(A) = (3.6)

In order to obtain closer agreement with measured data, Kabanov (1987) proposed

another four parameter model for impulsive noise received by a relatively narrowband

receiver, (3.7).

,lr"d 2d

p(A) =. 
[, (' 

.+l'"' .r 
[' #l ]*n,

A

-pA) +(1-k)exp(-A2) (3.7)

For the purpos€s of modem design, simplicity as well as accuracy is required. A

study by Merchant and Britton (1995) found that of these pdf models, the Kabanov model

was the closest fit to a library of impulsive noise recordings collecæd over a number of

radio trials. A comparison of the models with just one noise sample is shown in Figure

3.2. (Section 5.6.2 of this thesis contains details regarding this noise sample, see sample 1)

It can be seen that the Hall model also has some merit as it uses only three parameters, so

a less accuraûe fit was anticipaæd.

3.3.2 A Physically Based Model

Three classes of physically based noise pdf models have been developed by

Middleton (1979), ærrned A,B or C class models. The class B model is relevant to the

voice band tIF channel, being a model for wide-band noise received by a narrow-band

receiver. This model has the advantage of having parameters which relate to the physical
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situation while agreeing with the measured data, but it has the disadvantage of being

excessively complicaæd with its six parameters.

3.3.3 CCIR Atmospheric noise model

Extensive afnospheric noise measurements have been summarised in CCIR rcport

322. The amplitude probability distibutions (APD) are reported in a graphical form but

they can be computer generated as is outlined in Spaulding & Washburn (1985). The

advantage of these APD's is that they can be relaæd to the location of the receiver in time,

frequency and space.

3.3.4 Man-Made Noise pdPs

Measurements of man-made impulsive noise levels can be found in CCIR report

258-4. Man-made impulsive noise is dependent on human activity so it is impossible to

model in a definitive manner. However, a number of APD measurements have been made

and some of these can be found in Spaulding & Disney (]97Ð and Hagn (1981).

3.3.5 Stâtistics in time

The pdf is said to describe the first order statistics of a process. If the complete

hierarchy of statistics is known, (i.e. f,rst, second, third order .....) then the process is fully

characterised. Such a complete description would be difficult to compile and use, so the

time statistics of impulsive radio noise have thus far been gauged by using simpler

statistics such as the Pulse Spacing Distribution (PSD) or Pulse Duration Distribution

(PDD), (Spaulding, 1981). A pulse spacing t is the period that the signal envelope voltage

stays entirely below a set level, say the median, while a pulse duration is the period that

the envelope voltage stays entirely above a set level. The PSD gives the fraction of pulse

spacings that exceed a particular value while the PDD is calculaæd in an identical manner

excepting the pulse durations a¡e used. The pulse spacing distribution has been reported ûo

be Poisson distribuæd or Poisson-Poisson distributed by Furutsu & Ishida (1961) or Log

Normally distribuæd by Lakshminarayan (1960). The Poisson-Poisson distribution

describes the random arival of noise packets whereby each packet cont¿ins Poisson

distributed noise.

3.3.6 Impulsive Noise Simulators

One method of testing modems against impulsive noise is to simply use Prc-

recorded noise, (Moulsley & McCarttry, 1985 and Bolton, 1974). A large amount of dat¿
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storage and a good library of noise is required to obtain a wide range of noise conditions.

To overcome this problem, some impulsive noise simulators having a selection of the

statistical properties aforementioned have been constructed.

A simulator built by Bolton (1974) was able to generate the sum of Gaussians,

Poisson noise and Poisson-Poisson noise. The pdfs of the later two types of noise were

parameters of the system. læmmon and Behm (1991, 1993) have developed a wideband

HF noise simulator that generates a combination of Gaussian noise, ca¡rier wave

interference and impulsive noise. The impulsive component has a pdf based on the Hall

model while in most cases the higher order statistics were generated by distributing

impulses uniformly within finiæ time segments. This results in a similar but not identical

PSD to the Poisson distribution. In order to imitaæ the temporal statistics of man-made

impulsive noise, Lemmon and Behm (1993) used a more complicated generator.

3.3.7 Conclusion - Impulsive Noise

The majority of research has concentrated on atmospherically-generated impulsive

noise. Clearly the results in this area will have permanent utility unlike those in the man-

made noise arena. The flust order statistic, the pdf, has been defined by a number of

researchers providing a range of formulae with varying rade-offs possible betrveen

complexity and accuracy. Only a few higher order statistics, such as the pulse spacing

disfibution, have been examined and some simulators built. In this thesis, the record and

replay method was chosen for testing HF modems, as the cost of data storage is no longer

a significant factor. This method has less generality than the use of a simulator but there

was a requirement to analyse noise on a specific platforms. Furthermore, using recordings

guarantees that all the higher order statistics are captured.

3.4 CONCLUSION

HF radio noise and inærference is usually non-Gaussian and non-whiæ. When

considering the statistics, the two most important types of noise are narrowband

interference and impulsive noise. Studies on narrowband interference have deærmined the

general level of congestion in the HF band and the relationship between the amplitude and

the probability of finding interference within a particular band. Most narrowband noise

simulators use the sum of carrier wave signals. This is probably too simplistic a simulation

for the design of HF modems, so a slowly swept carrier wave signal has been selecæd.

Augmenting tests with recorded interference would provide an even better basis for modem
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design.

HF impulsive noise is also of great signifrcance. Many studies of the pdf of tIF

impulsive noise have been conducted with fewer looking into the higher order statistics. It

is suspected that both the fust order and higher order statistics are relevant to modem

design. A recording can capture all the statistics of the noise but, a comprehensive

recorded library is needed for the simulation of HF impulsive noise.

An understanding of the HF channel distortion as outlined in Chapær 2 and tIF

noise and inærference discussed in this chapter will form the basis for IIF modem desigu

to be presented in the following chapûers.
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Chapær 4

THE ADVANCED HF MODEM USING TRELLIS CODED MODULATION

Abstract

The distortion present on HF channels makes it difficult to send high speed data

(i.e. nominatly 2400 bps) even when the signal to noise ratio of the link is excellenL

Traditional only two modulation types have been popular for tackling this problem, parallel

tone and single tone modulation. The results of investigations on the parallel tone format

are described in this chapter. This was an alternative line of investigation as many

researchers in the field considered the single tone format to be superior. The important

issue is the performance of the modem as a whole, which includes error control coding,

interleaving, detection and decoding algorithms as well as the modulation type. The

parallel format was considered because modern eilor control coding techniques had not

been attempted with this format and the simplicity of the basic format allowed much

freedom to experiment. In this chapter the basic parallel tone format is outlined and the

application of recently developed Trellis Coded Modulation explained. Then, the detection

metric is described and an unconventional interleaver is outlined. The combination of these

sub-systems has resulæd in an HF modem with outstanding performance in fading and

multi-path distortion. This is an excellent vehicle for studying and extending HF modem

performance.

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In the computer age vast quantities of information are being stored and handled in

digital form. This has increased the demand for modems operating in all types of

communications channels. Furthermore, HF digitat modems can be used to simplify

cryptography, ARQ, message forwarding, automatic frequency management and

networking.

In the history of high speed (i.e. nominally 2400 bps) FIF modems two modulation

schemes have emerged as the most popular, these being parallel tone modulation and

single tone modulation @ennington, 1989). Modulation types suitable for the HF channel

is in itself an inæresting thesis topic. However, error control coding and receiver design

are also important areas of resea¡ch but by necessify must be overlaid on a fundamental
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modulation. Just prior to the 1990's, single tone modulation was considered the most

successful as it overcame many of the disadvantages of the parallel format (Hodgkiss et

al., 1984). It must not be overlooked that the single tone also has disadvantâges, the most

signifîcant being the high complexity of the demodulator. The relevant question is, which

modem provides the best performance on the HF channel not just which modulation type

is best. A modern modem is specified by its error control coding, interleaving, deæction

and decoding algorithms as well as its modulation type. Initially investigations proceeded

using the parallel tone modulation because the low receiver complexity gave more spare

computation for error control decoders and deæction algorithms and because previously

only unsophisticaæd error conEol codes had been used in combination with the parallel

tone scheme. Within the Defence Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO) single

tone modulation has also been investigated but at present the best compleæ modem using

single tone modulation has not outperformed the best fully implemenæd parallel tone

modem.

This chapter outlines a HF modem designed to achieve high perforrnance in IIF

channel distortion. It uses an established parallel tone modulation scheme combined with a

more recently developed error control coding scheme. The modulation structure, coding,

detection and interleaving are all outlined in this chapter.

The development of the advanced HF modem involved a number of resea¡chers.

The author wrote the software for the parallel tone modulator and demodulator. He also

supervised and designed the simulation sysûem and wrote most of the simulation sof¡ware

(70 7o) aswell as designing the soft decision decoding metrics. Martin Gill, Dr Sæphen

Cook and Bruce Vyden wroûe the software for the error-confol encoders and decoders. Dr

Sæphen Cook wrote the software for the interleaving and together with Bruce Vyden

executed the simulations required to determine the modem's performance in fading.

4.2 MODULATION STRUCTURE

A type of parallel tone modulation, the Kineplex- scheme (Mosier & Clabaugh,

1958), was used as a basis for the advanced HF modem. This type of modulation, recently

popularised as Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex (OFDM) (Hikmet" 1995),

manages to deal with HF distortion simply and effectively. As shown in Figure 4.1 the

modulation scheme uses very long symbols, leaving only a small fraction of any received

symbol being distorted by multi-path or time dispersion. This section, the guard time, of

the symbol is simply ignored by the receiver. As the symbols are very long they need only
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occupy a naffow bandwidth each and many can be transmitæd simultaneously on different

frequencies, see Figure 4.2. T\e fading or frequency dispersion is handled by using

Differential Phase Shift Keying @PSK). Differential schemes encode the information onto

the phase difference between two successive symbols in time thereby eliminating the need

for ca¡rier phase estimation. The Kineplexh scheme has 16 Differential Quadrature Phase

Shift Keyed (DQPSK) tones each with a symbol raæ of 75 baud thus achieving 2400 bps.

4.3 TRELLIS CODED MODULATION

A recent study by Cook et al. (1993a) comparing a number of error control code

types on a parallel tone modem found that for high bit-ra e operation Trellis Coded

Modulation provided the best performance. Error control coding usually involves adding

extra information (usually called parity) to the data in order to construct transmitted

codewords, and then using the extra information to correct enors that have occurred over

the channel. An HF voiceband modem has a limited available bandwidth so there is no

space for the parity. In such a situation coded modulation (CM) can be used. A CM

encoder puts data and parity onto an oulput stream having the same bandwidth as the

original dat¿. For example, the aforementioned DQPSK modulation (2 bits/symbol) was

converted to DSPSK modulation (3 bitVsymbol) allowing space for parity within the same

spectrum. The quality of traditional error control codes is based on the 'Hamming' distance

between codewords, i.e. the number of bit errors required to convert one codeword into

another. Alærnatively CM codes are traditionally designed using the 'Euclidean' distance

between codewords. As the CM codewords consist of symbols, an 8 PSK constelation for

example, the geometric distance between codewords can be measured. targe inter-

codeword distances indicate good codes. T¡ellis Coded Modulation uses a structure simila¡

to a convolutional coder to realise coded modulation. Maximum-likelihood decoding can

be implemented on TCM's using the Viærbi Algorithm. The code chosen was a 256 staæ

TCM code designed by Schlegel & Cosællo (1989) for high performance in Rayleigh

fading channels. This was the longest code easily implemenæd on current DSP devices. Of

the types of codes available, TCM codes optimised for the Rayleigh fading channel were

the most suitable, however finding codes optimised for the IIF channel would be an

interesting area of research.
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4.4 THE SOFT DECISION DECODER METRIC

The Viærbi decoder estimates the transmitæd codeword d, using mefics m(d*rr)

which a¡e calculated from the processed received signal samples r, and the tansmitted

codeword elements d*, thus:

M(d",r) -- m(d,.t,rr)+m(du",rr)*...+m(d,r,rr) (4.1)

ã"= argminlM(d,,r)l (4.2)
¿

The maximum-likelihood decoder can be easily realised by using the following

metric

m(d,.,,r,) = -ln ¡P(r,1d,,,)) (4.3)

Where P(r,ld*) is the probability of receiving sample r, given that d*, was transmitted.

The assumption made here is that the probabilities at different time instants i are

independent. In the following section the appropriaæ metric is derived for a DPSK

detector. In this case each metric relies on two received samples, r, and r,-r. FurtheÍno¡s,

the independence assumption is not strictly valid but an acceptable detector is obtained.

4.4.1 Metric Design for a Differential Phase Shift Keyed (DPSK) System in Gaussian

Noise

In a DPSK system, the equations for the base-band sampled received signal are:

r.---c+n..¡-l t-r
(4.4)

r,= c expljQ(d)J *n, (4.5)

Where r, is the i'å complex sample of the decision variable,

c is the result of the channel distortion and the (t-l)n transmission,

O(d*) is the phase shift corresponding to the tansmitæd codeword element d*, and

n¡ is the í'¡ complex noise sample taken afær the Fourier Eansform.

In a parallel tone demodulator the received signal is usually Fourier transformed giving

rise to the received decision variables.

The primary application of DPSK is data transmission through fading channels.

Assuming that the channel fading is slow, the effect of the channel c can be eliminated
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using two adjacent received signal samples:

nt =r,-r,-rexptiO(4,r)l =cexpU0(d*,n +ni-cexptiQ(4,r)l-n¡-'expti0(4,,)l (4'6)

The phase term in (4.7) can be ignored as the phase distribution of the IIF noise

being considered is likely to be uniform and independent of the previous sample, hence the

statistics of ntare simply those of the sum of two adjacent noise samples. In an AWGN

environment ntwould be a random variable with a bi-variate Gaussian distribution of

variance d:

P (r, -r,r,!d,,,) = ), "*,¿186'

- | 
r,-r,-, exptjQ (4,,)l l'

nt = n.*n._,(<xp[.¡Q (d.,)l)

o2

The corresponding decoder metric m(dnrr,) would be:

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.10)

(4.e)

The metric can be simplified by noting that only the data dependent parts are

relevant and that only the relative sum of the metrics is important.

l' -t''*PtiA (4'J.!] 
*h( 2æd)m(dr,¡,r¡,r¡-t) = a 

d

m(du,,,r,,r,-, ) = l t,-t -, expti0 (4,,)] It

This is the appropriate metric for decoding in a parallel tone modem subject to

fading and AV/GN. However, an HF modem is likely to be exposed to fading and non-

whiæ non-Gaussian noise and a further enhancement required to improve the modem's

performance in fading is discussed in this chapær while modifications useful for combating

real HF noise are discussed later.

4.5 INTERLEAVING

The TCM decoder used here and many other error control decoders cannot coÍect a

large number of incoming localised errors. Decoders perform much betær when tln

adjacent received samples are independent, but unluckily due to the effects of FIF channel

distortion, noise and interference, the received samples a¡e correlated. This problem is

easily lessened by using an interleaver, a device that rearr¿nges the sequence of the

encoder output so that previously adjacent output symbols lie in distant sections of the
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transmission. There are a couple of traditional designs for achieving this, block inærleaving

(Proakis, 1989, p.442), and convolutional interleaving (Jamali & I-e-Ngoc, 1994, p.354) but

a different design was chosen for this modem. The inærleaver used here (designed by Dr

Sæphen Cook) uses multiple encoders and decoders to implement the inærleaving (Cook et

al., 1995c). The stn¡cture is shown in Figwe 4.3 while the mapping from an interleaver,

with a diversity of 7, onto the time and frequency domain is shown in Table 4.1. The

structure shown here has the disadvantage of using much more memory than the taditional

designs but extra computer memory is usually inexpensive. The huge advantage this

structure has is that no interleaver synchronisation is requircd.

frequency

Íme

f' r, f' r, ft Ío f, f' fo fto r,, ftt f,' .fto f,t fto

t1 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2

t2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4

t3 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 2 J 4 5 6

t4 7 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I

Table 4.1. The interleaver mapping of encoder outputs on !o the channel

The question arises as to how much inærleaving should be used. This quantity can

be measured either in ærms of interleaver delay or diversity, i.e. the number of encoders or

decoders used in the design given here. The bit error rate performance is expected to

improve with longer interleaving (Cook et al., 1993b) until the quality of the received

samples appear independent at each decoder. For this to occur, the inærleaver delay must

be very much larger than the correlation time of any channel effects, but on occasions

fading on the FIF channel can be very slow, with correlation times in the order of minutes

(Maslin, 1987, p.78). This suggests that the ideal interleaver should have a delay of many

minutes. This is unacceptable to most HF modem users so the longest acceptable delay for

the current application should be used. For ARQ and half duplex systems only a small

delay is tolerable while for broadcast data interleavers of 30 seconds could be used. The

problem with delays in excess of this value is that the operator may get disillusioned with

a device that does not respond soon afær initialisation and may attômpt to 'fix' a modem

which is operating correctly. Most commercially available tIF modems have a small

number of available inærleaving depths ranging from nil to a few seconds (DOD, MIL
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STD-188-110a).

4.6 CONCLUSION

The structure of an HF modem suitable for examining HF modem design issues has

been outlined. The parallel tone modulation scheme minimises the effect of channel

distortion, dealing with both time dispersion and frequency dispersion. The error rate

performance of the basic modem is signihcantly enhanced using trellis coded modulation

designed specifically for fading channels and implemented using a sensible soft decision

decoding metric. A useful simplification is achieved by using an interleaver that does not

require synchronisation.

Essentially, basic modulation of this modem is extremely simple while further

studies by Gill et al. (1995) and Cook et al. (1994b) have shown the performance of such

systems in fading to be outstanding. This is an excellent vehicle for examining HF modem

performance and design.
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Chapter 5

REPLAY SIMI]LATION

Abstract

Replay simulation involves the recording of HF channel distortions, noise and

interference and using these to reproduce HF links in the laboratory. This method of

simulation can be highly accurate, but in the past has been unpopular due to

implementation difhculties. Advances in computer æchnology have rendered these

difficulties manageable.

The construction of a replay simulator was done in an incremental fashion with a

modem specific replay simulator and a noise and inærference simulator being triatled

before a full replay simulator was constructed. The compleæ simulator has already been

constructed and a HF data base was being assembled in 1995. The DSTO HF radio repla¡'

simulator and the associated data base promises to provide valuable results and information

to HF system designers for years to come.

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 2 the simulation of HF channel distortion was discussed with two types

of simulators being identified, statistical and deærministic. Deærministic simulaton have

many advantages but have not become widespread due to implementation complexity but

the advancement of computer systems has made deærministic simulators fa¡ more

attractive. In this chapter the design and constn¡ction of fully deærministic simulators

called replay simulators is discussed. The idea of replay simulation for the tIF channel is

not new. One \¡/a.s constn¡cted as early as 1965 (Goldberg, 1965) u¡ith later

implementations being able to take advanuge of advances in computer æchnology @into

& Bello, 1974, Iæ Roux et al, 1987 and CCIR Report 549-2, 1986). These simulators

provide very accurate results which can grve absolute, rather than just relative,

performance information. The performance of a test modem on a replay simulator is the

perforrnance that would have been experienced had that modem been used on the particular

recorded channel.

A full replay simulator requires a significant amount of resources to construcL so a

stratogy of incremental development was adopted. Two simpler replay simulators were
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constructed prior to the full replay simulator. Both of these required less softwa¡e and

ha¡dwa¡e but were very useful in obtaining performance results and supporting the fulI

replay simulator. The fust is catled the phasor based simulator. It was very useful in

examining coding and deæction schemes on the 16-tone modem. The second was the HF

noise simulator which dealt with only channel noise effects. The full replayer is called the

DSTO HF radio replay simulator. This simulator was only completed as this thesis was

also nearing completion and the data base to drive this simulator was still being expanded

and refined. This is a remarkably useful tool for designing IIF modems.

5.2 PHASOR BASED REPLAY SIMULATOR

The fîrst simulator allowed simpte testing of various coding schemes and detection

algorithms for modems or systems based on the 16-tone parallel modulation format (Giles,

1992a and Giles, I992b). A known data sequence modulated onto a 16-tone wavefonn was

uansmitæd over an HF link. The received signals were recorded and then processed by a

special purpose software demodulator which could extract each of the 16 received phasors

P,. As the HF channel distortions can be assumed to be linear and slowly time varying the

value of P, is given by:

P =p*Ç+n¡s
(5.1)

Where P" is the phasor corresponding to the data transmitted,

C is the channel response,

n is additive noise, and

* denotes convolution.

The long guard space between symbols in the 16-tone modem renders inter-symbol

inærference negligible reducing the convolution operation to a single complex

multiplication of each Eansmitted phasor { with its respective complex channel coefficient

C. Thus:

P = PC+nrs
(s.2)

The channel is stored as a file containing the quantity:

r n

P
C

PÌ
Ts
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A simulator can generate the received phasors p! bV multiplying the transmitæd phasors

P"/ with the file information:

(s.4)

As the amplitudes of P" and P"/ a¡e both uniry, the noise is merely phase shifæd which

does not affect its statistics.

A diagram of this simulator is shown in Figure 5.1. It can be used to simplify

simulations of channels from a statistical simulator such as the Watterson based simulators

or more importantly it can be used to simulaæ recorded HF channels. This simulator was

successfully used to assess the performance of va¡ious codes overlaid on to a 16-tone

modem. Figure 5.2 compares the perfoûnance of an uncoded 16-tone modem to that of

256 statn trellis coded modulation (Ungerboeck, 1982) with inærleaving of diversity 7. It

demonstraæd that this coding was superior to the uncoded case in all but one recorded

situation. The recordings used in the aforementioned figure, calne from a radio trial

between Melbourne and Adelaide during Aplil7-9 1992. Each frle represents 45 seconds

of data and the 24 files were taken at two hourly intervals, for further details see Appendix

5.6.1.

5.3 NOISE AND INTERFERENCE REPLAY SIMULATOR

A simulator was required for designing noise tolerant HF modems. For this purpose

the simulation system shown in Figure 5.3 was constructed, in softwa¡e, by the author. The

error-control encoder and decoder was writæn by Dr Stephen Cook and Ma¡tin Gill. The

channel was merely an additive noise channel, as incorporating fading for these simulations

may have unnecessarily complicated the results. However, this simulation system was quiæ

realistic a.s the modulator and demodulator were complete and could have easily been

transferred to a Digital Signal Processing (DSP) unit for use on a live HF channel.

Three types of additive perturbation were available, each with fully controllable

power levels. White Gaussian noise was provided. This type of noise is quite uncortmon

on the IIF channel but very useful for calibration and comparison purposes. A sw'ept

carrier wave signal was chosen to simulate inærference as it appears to be narrow band

when observed over a short period while exercising the enti¡e spectrum over the time span

P! =", 
[..åJ 

= P:c*P!.\n
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of the simulation. Ca¡rier Wave (CW) interference is quiæ common on the HF band but

compleæly st¿ble CW interference is not because a transmitted stable CW is likely to be

subjecæd to fading. Furthermore, designing a modem to cope with a completely stable CW

inærferer is a simple tâsk, so building a simulation with this as a basis would not be

realistic. The sweep raûe was chosen to be 300 Hz per second with a sweep range of 300

Hz to 3.3 kHz. In the future this may be replaced by a recorded library of inærferen but at

the time of construction such a library was not available. However, a library of impulsive

noise recordings was available to be used in this simulation system. Two three minuæ

samples were chosen for the results presented in the latÊr chapters of this thesis. They were

selected to rcprcsent the two extremes of the library with sample 1 being highty impulsive

and sample 2 exhibiting a minimum of impulsive behaviour. Details of these recordings are

given in Appendix 5.6.2.

5.4 FULL IIF CHANNEL REPLAY SIMULATOR

A full replay simulator has been constructed at DSTO (Giles & V/illoughby,

1993,1994). The author conceived and supervised the construction. Most of the softwa¡e

was written by Mark Preiss (90 7o) with the author providing prototype software þrograms

demonstrating the principles but without efficient interfaces and without being optimised

for speed). Ian Willoughby also conribuæd to the software (I0 7o). The sysûem consists of

three parts, a transmitter to transmit the probe signal, a recorder which receives the probe,

extracts the impulse response and stores it, see Figure 5.5, and a replayer that uses the

recordings of the time varying channel impulse response to simulaæ the channel, see

Figure 5.6. The receiver can record noise and interference as well, which can then be used

in the replayer. A diagram of the complete system is shown in Figure 5.4 and a description

of the operations of the channel distortion component of the replay simulator follows:

IIF channel distortion can be fully described by a time varying impulse response

h(t,r) as shown in (5.5). This reatment uses sampled base-band signals.

r(Ð =E h(t,r)s(r-r) (5.5)

t=0

Where r(r) is the received signal and

s(l) is the transmitted signal.

The channel impulse rcsponse is assumed to have finite memory and o be slowly varying.

These assumptions simplify the replay simulation problem while only resulting in
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negligible channel reproduction errors:

r(t) =E ¡trl s(r-t)
¡-l

t.0

(s.6)

Where ¿ defines the memory of the channel. The va¡iable r has been omitæd from å(r,t) as

the slowly varying channel assumption renders it i¡relevant to the following derivation. In

the DSTO HF radio replay simulator n=256 samples at 8000 samples per second was used

in extracting the impulse response allowing for 32 ms of time delay spread in the channel.

The reason such a large time window was used was to allow for time delay spread within

the transmit and receive filærs. The channel memory n also defrnes the maximum sample

rate of the impulse response to be 1/32 (ms)-r = 31.3 Hz. In such a system aliasing will

occur if the channel impulse response extends over greater than 32 ms or varies at a rate

greatcr than 31.3/2 = +15.6 Hz. Both these conditions are unlikely for the HF radio

channel. As the simulator recording is done using communications transmitters and

receivers over a specified bandwidth, the impulse response can be represented using a

finite number of frequency elements:

(s.7)

Where f and f¡ æe the initial and final frequencies. The receivers had a band of 300 to

3000 Hz which was contained within the values f=100 Hz and,f¡3800 Hz for the DSTO

HF radio replay simulator. The probe signal p(r) was designed to be spectrally flat over the

simulator frequency band while having a phase distribution $(fl which ensured a near

constant envelope in time.

l,

h(r) = itrtexpQ2nLr)

,1,
p(t) = ifi ̂ rrtPn 

lt *þ (flil

The impulse respons€ was exracæd from the received signal (r) by a correlation with the

original probe signal p(Ð.

n-l

ñ1r¡ =E r(ft) p'(k-r) (s.e)

(s.8)

È<)

To show tfrat á(r) is a valid estimaæ we need to show that [(t) =h(r). Substituting (5.6)

into (5.9) gives (5.10).
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h(r)

Using the probe signal def,rnition given (5.8) leads to equation (5.11).

¿-l r-l

E E h(î)p(k-i) p'(k-r)
td) t<)

(5.10)

(5.1 1)

(s.12)

(s.13)

(5.14)

(s.15)

By noting that the sum over fr is zero if î+F (5.11) can be simplified.

t n-l Ít Ít n-l I
ûçr¡ = +ÐhØ¡n p "*pþzn¡!&-Ð-!G-r)t*00)-o(Ð)

rn-l t
nçr¡ = !> W¡i exp¡¡zn!6 -r¡1

û1r¡ = +t; r<oË 
"*pt¡zn¡lo 

-Ð *!¡tl

Equation (5.13) was found by substituting lr(.) as given in (5.7) into (5.12)

Here the sum over i is zero if l+F, therefore:

ûG) = !l. rrn"xpe2rcf r)
n-f-¡ n

The frnal result is achieved using equation (5.7)

h(r) =¡çx¡

Hence this is a valid method for obtaining the impulse response h(r) of the channel.

The stn¡cture of the recorder and impulse response exEactor is shown in Figure 5.5.

To achieve synchronisation, initially a pre-amble is used after which a local oscillator

maintains timing. The replayer, shown in Figure 5.6, simply implements a finite impulse

response filær in which the impulse response is continually updaæd. The purpose of the

inærpolator is to smooth the transition between consecutive recorded impulse fesPonses

hence reducing the error involved in assuming that the HF channel is only slowly varying.

A filær can also be used to reduce the amount of HF noise inadvertently recorded within

the impulse rcspons€ frles but there is a trade off benveen reproducible fading bandwidth

and noise reduction. The simplest way to include HF noise in the replay simulator is to

add separaæly recorded HF noise. Without compression the simulator uses ll5 Mega-byæs

of storage per hour when recording channel distortion as well as noise. Modern mass
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storage allows approximately 12 hours of measurements to be stored on one magnetic tape.

The very simple approach to simulation expounded by the channel recorder and

replayer has a number of significant advantages. The recordings have an absoluæ physical

reference so results gained from a replay simulator have quantitative value rather than just

beiog comparisons. As the simulator rccords the channel directly, the assumption of

channel søtionarity is not required. The time scale of the æst and measurcment are also

the same, thereby yielding a most accurate method of simulating the HF channel.

One reason why replay simulators have not been used to comparc sysûems is that

there has been no standa¡d set of data available. lWith modern data communications and

data storage this need no longer be the case. Such a data set would enable the meaningful

exchange of absoluæ performance measures. A set of say 48 different recordings of 15

minutes each could be made commonly available forming a standard. Each recording

would be associaæd with the ionospheric conditions under which it was recorded so that a

designer would know the probability of occurrence of the conditions on that recording.

Hence with the additional work required to make a standard library, many of the raditional

simulation problems could be resolved. Such a data base is currently being compiled

through radio trials conducted by DSTO, see Appendix 5.6.3. The data base will be

invaluable to modem designers.

5.5 CONCLUSION

In 1965, when such a system was first proposed, compiling a standard data base of

channel distortion recordings would have been prohibitively expensive, but this is now

practical on a low-cost work station. Construction of a full channel recorder/replayer has

been compleæd and a data base of HF channel distortion and noise recordings is being

compiled. This simulator can provide highly accurate modem performance results having

an absolute meaning. This is an advantage over statistical simulaûors as their channels did

not have a direct correspondence with any particular HF channel condition, so only relative

performance benveen modems could be ascertained. Another useful aspect of the replay

simula6r is that the receiver, transmitter and antenna characæristic a¡e recorded together

with the channel effects. In addition to providing accurate quantitative simulation results,

the daø base will provide an invaluable tool to FIF system designers.
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5.6 APPENDIX

5.6.1 Phasor Based Simulator Recording Trial

The phasor based simulator recording trial was initiaæd and directed by the author.

I acknowledge, the Australian Army, Jeff Ball, Trcvor Burford, John Dainty, Andrew

Dunning, David Krause and Dr Jason Scholz for their assistance.

Time: from 23:30 UT 6 Apnl 1992 until 21:30 UT 8 April 1992

Expected Conditions.' Multi-mode propagation for entire period

Ilour (U1) Predicted OWF (MHz) Frequency Used (MHz)

0 l0.l 7,7t5

I 10.6 ll.l,lO

2 l1.1 11.1,l()

3 11.3 I 1.140

ll.l,l04

5

I 1.3

il.1 I 1.140

6 l 1.1 ll.1¡10

7 to.7 7.715

I to.2 7.7t5

9 9.4 7.715

10 8.6 7.7t5

11 7.8 5.824

t2 7.2 5,824

13 6.5 5.824

t4 6.0

5.8

5.824

l5 5.824

l6 5.7 5.824

t7 5.7 4.O25

l8 5.5 4.025

t9

20

5.0 4.O25

4.8 4.025

2t 5.9 5.824

22 8.0 7.715

23 9.5 7.7t5

Table 5.1. The firquency schedule for the phasor based replay simulator trial
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Transmitter site: Diggers Rest 37.65 14458

Trun.snút Antenna: Rotatable L<lg Pcriodic

Transmitter power: 10 kW

Receiver sir¿: St Kilda 34.85 138.6E

Receive Antenna: Sloping V

Path distance: 615 km

Bearing: 299 degrees

5.6.2 Impulsive Noise Sample Recordings

The author acknowledges the following people and organisation for collecting the

impulsive noise sample recordings used in this thesis, Jeff Ball, Trevor Burford, David

Krause, George McKenzie, the Royal Australian Navy, K.L. Nguyen, and Bruce Vyden.

Sample 1

Location: Tasman Sea near East Coast of South EasÛern Aushalia

Frequency: 5.477 Ifu.{Hz

Receive Antenna: Whip

Date: 29 jtlarch 1994

Time: 19:00 UT

Sample 2

Location: Tasman Sea near East Coast of Tasmania

Frequency:9.427 MHz

Receive Antenna: Whip

Date: 26 March 1994

Time: 1:00 UT

5.6.3 DSTO HF Radio Replay Simulator Recordings

The collection of data in support of the DSTO HF Radio Replay Simulaûor has

been initiated and supervised by the author. I acknowledge Mark Preiss, DSTO's

Communications Integration Group, Rome Laboratories U.S.A. (specifically Bert Weijers

and Larry Tamburrino) for their assistance.
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Chapter 6

THE DESIGN OF NARROW-BAND INTERFERENCE TOLERANT MODEMS

Abstract

It was stated in Chapter 4 that excellent performance could be achieved on a fading

channel by using Trellis Coded Modulation CfCÐ overlaid on a parallel-tone modem

format. In practice, HF modems have to operate not only under channel fading conditions

but also in the presence of additive noise which is likely to be non-Gaussian and coloured.

This chapûer describes improvements to the parallel-tone TCM HF modem designed to

enhance its tolerance to narrowband interference which is ofæn generated by other HF

users.

A number of methods have been applied to this problem in the past although only a

few of them arc readily compatible with the parallel-tone TCM modem. Using the Noise

and Inærference Reptay Simulator, two techniques rvere examined, a narrowband excision

method and an adaptive soft decision decoder based on an adaptive decoding metric. The

latter provicled the best performance. In addition to the adaptive decoding metric the

advantages of Fourier transform windowing and interleaving were demonsEated. In AWGN

both the original and modified modems displayed near identical performance while the

new modem showed a substantial improvement when subject to swept CW inærference.

Only a modest computational overhead is required to achieve these considerable

improvements. This work has been presented prcviously by the author (Giles, 19942).

6.1 INTRODUCTION

High Frequency (HF) radio communications prcsents many demanding problems to

the modem designer. In order to provide digital communications, the ever-present HF

distortions and noise must be accommodaæd. The most important sources of noise and

interference are other HF channel users, electrical and electronic machinery and lightning.

This chapær will concentrate on the most powerful type of HF noise being that generated

by other HF users referred to as 'interference' hereafter. Interference may, sometimes, be

as high as 70 dB above all other types of HF noise @erry & Abraham, 1989).
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Clearly interference tolerance is desirable in high-rate HF modems. Recent results

by Cook et al. (1993a) suggest tlìat û systcm using soft dccisitln dccocling hns nruch grcutcr

potential than one u.sing hard decision decoding. Furthermore Scholz et al, (1993) have had

much success in combining the interference rejection into the detector. In this chapter a

parallel-tone modem is used as the template for an interference tolerant high-speed modem.

\rl/ork by Cook et al. (1994b) has shown that very high perforrnance can be attained by

applying Trellis-Coded Modulation (tCM) to a parallel-tone format. Another advantage of

this format is that the data symbols occupy separate frequencies making the modification

for inærference tolerance simple.

This chapter describes simple modifications of the detector that involves the use of

a new decoder metric derived from maximum-likelihood principles and substantially

improves the modem's interfercnce tolerance. Promising alternatives are also outlined as

possible further research.

6.2 REVIEW OF INTERF'ERENCE TOLERANT MODEM DESIGNS

A number of interference-tolerant designs have been proposed and implemented.

The two key feature.s of these systems appear to be some form of data diversity and a

selective type of detection. The aim of the diversity is to ensure that the data can be

recovered from the remnants of an inærferrnce corupted signal. For example, diversity

may be implemented through spread spectrum techniques or the sensible application of

forward error-control coding. Detectors should also include interference-excision circuits or

smart soft-decision decoders to deal with inærference. This review contains only a few

example modems but in doing so spans all the major distinct approaches to the interferpnce

problem.

6.2.1 A Modem for More Reliable Communications at H['

An interferÞnce tolerant voiceband HF low-rate modem capable of operating with a

Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR) of up to minus 60 dB has been designed by Wilkinson

(1932). The basic modulation unit is binary FSK with a 20 ms pulse duration. As shown in

Figure 6.1 the symbol tone is repeated on five different frequencies consecutively, thus

providing frequency and time diversity while lowering the data rate to 10 bits per second.

The demodulator consists of a bank of band-pass filters tuned to the æn possible transmit

frequencies, each followed by an energy detector and threshold device as shown in Figure

6.2. The receiver's AGC helps determine the absolute threshold level. The final stage of
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the demodulator is an innovative ten channel diversity decoder. On each of the æn

channels the presence or absence of cnergy at cach sampling instant indicates whcthcr thc

data '1' or '0' was transmitted, i.e. if a 'l' was sent all the eveh channels should contain

energy while all the odd channels should be clear. The value -l is assigned to the data

variable Dtif data'0'is indicaæd while D/becomes +1 for a data'1'. The time slot just

before and just after each sampling instant is measured for the presence of interference.

The number of slots containing interference is measured, giving a number Ct from 0 to 20.

V/eighting variables Wr îndîcating the gfeater importance of the interference free channels

are generated from the Cr numbers, as shown in Table 6.1.

çt 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l0 to 20

y¡r 100 81 64 49 36 25 r6 9 4 1 0

Table 6.1 Calculation of Weighting Variables in the 'reliable modem'.

The weights E/t are then combined with the dat¿ variables D/ (6.1):

l0
(6.1)D =E DrWr

Í-r

The demodulator then outputs the data Dou, according to the following rule (6.2):

D 0 if D<0
I ifD>O

(6.2)
ou,

This simple modem includes the prudent features of frequency diversity via

repetition and a combiner utilising interference measurements. The detector is unlikely to

be optimal as information is lost at the threshold device but this system is a vast

improvement over one designed on the dubious premise of Gaussian noise alone.

6.2.2 T\e Chirp Modem

Darbyshirr and Gott (1936) designed an interference tolerant low-rate modem for

the HF voice band channel. A special waveform is used to achieve fitquency diversity

while excision filæring enables selective detection. The data is differentially phase-encoded

on to a swept carrier wave or chirp, thus providing a flat and continuous spectrum. See

Figure 6.3.
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A detector pre-processor firstly analyses the received spectrum Ûo determine the

presence and frequency band of any interference. This can be done either before the

transmission of a message or continuously. All bands containing power gfeater than a

threshold are excised using a 512 tåp Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filær achieving 40 dB

rejection and minimal pass-band distortion. The threshold is set by frnding a set of

frequency bands with the lowest power, say the lowest 8 out of 16, then calculating the

average power of these and finally setting the threshold to be 12 dB higher. A schematic

of the full deæctor is shown in Figure 6.4. The two sections following the marched filær

effectively deal with HF channel distortion.

This is one of the most effective designs for voiceband HF but it still does not fully

exploit all the options available. Firstly, the chþ waveforrn is effectively a repetition code

in fiequency being the simplest form of diversity. Furthermore, while excision filæring is

very effective against relatively powerful and frequency-stable interference it does not

effectively combat narrowband inærference of a strength nearing the desired signal.

6.2.3 Frequency Shift Keyed Modems

Frequency Shift Keyed FSK modulation format is an ideal foundation for an

interference tolerant HF modem. The partitioning of the dat¿ into frequency s€gments

inherent in FSK provides a good basis for an interference tolerant modem while the use of

an incoherent receiver helps in coping with signal distortion. A basic FSK system is shown

in Figure 6.5. Three systems a¡e reviewed with respect to their ability to toleraæ

interference, a wide-band FSK system, (Ahlin, 1989), a feedback adaptive system, (Gott &

Hillam, 1979) and a multiple frequency shift keyed (MFSK) modem (Darnell et al. 1992).

Frequency diversity is achieved by wide-band frequency hopping in the ffust case while it

is achieved by the use of many bands in the MFSK modem. The feedback sysûem uses

information about the inærference from the receiver site to avoid it. Forwatd error

correction codíng is advocaæd by atl of the authors with a variety of block codes being

evaluated in the wideband and feedback systems while a convolutional code was used with

the MFSK system. Tolerance to n¿urow band inærference was considered for the wide-

band sysæm and the adaptive system. Soft decision decoding with a three level input, '1',

'erasure' or '0' was assumed for the wideband system while an 'assessor detector' was

used in the feedback adaptive system. The 'assessor detector' works on the principle thæ

absence of transmitæd signal in one band indicates the presence of the signal in the other,

hence a decision circuit follows each band-pass filær (see Figure 6.5). Combining the two

decisions has proven benef,rcial in combating interference, (Gott & Hillam, 1979).
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For voiceband HF communication in channels with severe distortion and containing

na¡rowband inærference a modem taking the best aspects of all the above systÊms would

be expecæd to perform superbly, nonetheless, one draw back of FSK is the low bandwidth

efficiency (atthough non-orthogonal MFSK (Darnell et al., 1992) does offer some promise

here). Hence, alternatives need to be considered for high data rate modems.

6.2.4 Interference Rejection in Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum

Much research has been done on the subject of interfer€nce rejection in direct

sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) systems, (Milsæin, 1988). A basic DSSS transmitter

modulaûes a pre-determined high speed digital sequence with a BPSK signal, hence a very

high bandwidth to data rate ratio or coding gain can be achieved. The advantages of a low

probability of inærception (LPI) and good frequency diversity follow. It has been claimed

that the coding gain alone can provide significant interference tolerance. This is unlikely to

be the case on the HF channel as it is usually very congested. The application of DSSS

systems over HF channels has been explored but the frequency dependent multi-path

creates some difficulties, (Skaug, 1984).

The inærference rejection processor in a DSSS receiver has two tasks, firstly to

deûect the inærference and then to remove it. The excision is done with either frequency

domain processing or adaptive frlæring. Frequency domain processing usually involves

taking a windowed Fourier transform of the received signal and simply excising the

interference in the frequency domain. Here the interference is deûected on the basis of

amplitude, i.e. samples of the spectrum with amplitude greater than a pre-deterrnined

threshold are deemed to contain interference. Alternatively, adaptive filæring can perform

the spectral cleansing. Some poæntial adaption criteria a¡e:

1. Adapt the filær such that the filær output is whiæ (spectrally flat).

2. Adapt the filær such that the estimaæ of the channel noise is whiæ.

3. Place spectral notches over the most energetic parts of the spectn¡m.

Unfortunately the frequency-selective fading present on the HF channel makes the use of

criæria 1 and 2 inadvisable.

HF voiceband modems can not have as much coding gain and hence there is more

difficulty in deæcting the inærference and removing it without significantly distorting the

wanted signal. Despiæ these difficulties adaptive interference rejection filæring with

detection based on the amplitude spectrum has been successfully applied to the tIF chþ

modem, alrready mentioned, and the high-speed serial tone modem, @arbyshire, 1990).

These æchniques clearly hold some promise for HF voiceband modems.
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6.2.5 Optimum Detection Techniques

The received signal afær being perturbed by CW inærference and whiæ Gaussian

noise can be defined thus:

¡.=j.+n.+1 .

tutl ,¡
(6.3)

L = AeÑooi"i)
I

(6.4)

where r, is the i'å element of the received signal,

d*, is the ¡'å transmitted element of codeword ¡¿,

n, is a sample of Gaussian whiæ noise,

I is the carrier wave interference,

A is the (real) amplitude of the interfercnce,

0 is the initial phase of the inûerference and

ol is the interference frequencY.

Beginning with these equations it is possible to define a maximum-likelihood detector,

although implementing such a detector has proven difficult. This problem was examined by

Ogawa et al. (1981). Unfortunately his detector required estimates of the inærference

amplitude and frequency which are usually unavailable'

6.2.6 Improving High Speed HF Parallel'Tone Modems

This chapær examines methods to improve the HF modem performance in

interference using the modem discussed in Chapter 4 as a base-line. The coding and

parallel-tone format provide the in-band frequency diversity required for an inærference

tolerant system but currently has no method of excising or ignoring the inærference.

Frequency domain excision can be implemenæd using the demodulator's Fourier transform,

thus requiring only a small amount of exra computation. Modifying the soft decision

decoding metric may also lead to improved inûerference tolerance while not contributing

significantly to the modem's complexity. Both these improvements have been evaluaæd as

well as the effect of inærleaving and windowing on the modem's interference tolerance.
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6.3 THE SIMTJLATION SYSTEM

The 'Noise and Inærference Replay Simulator System', (outlined in Section 5.3)

was used. The results of these simulations are based on very few assumptions as the

modulator and demodulator were complete and could have easily been transferred to a

Digital Signal Processing (DSP) unit for use on a live É{F channel. The simulation system

permitæd whiæ Gaussian noise to be added to the communications channel as well as a

swept ca¡rier wave or chþ signal to simulate inærference. The performance of the modem

in inærference is shown in Figure 6.6. Clea¡ly, some inærference mitigation æchnique is

required. Firstly, modifications to the soft decision decoding were considered.

6.4 THE SOFT DECISION DECODER METRIC

The derivation of the maximumlikelihood metric for AWGN m(dnrr) was stated in

Section 4.4 thus:

I r,-r,-, exp[ iq @,.)]l'm(du,¡,r¡,r¡-r¡=Ç+h(2æd) (6's¡

If inærference is present, the variance of the noise d within each band, or for each

tone of the modem, may be substantially different. As interference is expected to be stable

over time there should be little diffrculty in obtaining an estimate of the noise variance 6l

for each band b. Given the noise variance between tones is not constant, from (6.5), an

adaptive Gaussian metric can be derived:

,t , lr,-r.-,expff0(4,,)ll'ffi\du¡,r¡rf¡-t)-T (6.6)

(6.7)

The logarithmic term of (6.5) can be disca¡ded provided the estimates of the noise ô2 a¡e

independent of the transmitæd codeword elements d,.. Noise estimates must be computed

in each band before the metric can be calculaæd. If noise samples n/ have been obtained,

the maximum-likelihood estimate of noise va¡iance ô2 is simply the sum of the squares of

the noise samples.

*=+Ð "i
1

Using a large number of samples will provide an accurate estimate but would result in a
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poor design for a dynamic channel. In the examples given in this chapter 8 samples, which

corresponds to approximaæly 100 ms of memory, was chosen. The effect of the number of

samples used on performance is discussed in Chapær 8. These samples werc approximaæd

as shown in (6.8).

n ! = mln(r, -r,-,exp[i$ (d)]) (6.8)
¿

Choosing the minimum over all possible data phases effectively estimates the data. Hence

this method is sub-optimal when the symbol error rate is high, however it is effective for

use with the adaptive metric as demonstrated by the performance of new sysûem in swept

CW inærference, see Figure 6.6.

The equivalent metric to (6.6) for a coherent parallel-tone HF modem had been

used by Pirez and Gombault (1991) to mitigate interference. The paper by Pirez and

Gimbault (1991), from a french conference, wð brought to the attention of the author after

the presentation of his work (Giles, 1994a) at the IEE Conference on HF Radio Systems

and Techniques. Nonetheless, this chapær is an extension of the previous work, showing

the performance of the scheme and further enhancements.

6.5 FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS

6.5.1 Windowing

It is apparent from the performance of the new system that errors still occur for

small Signal to Inærference Ratios (SIR). The mechanism for this is that a CW inærferer

energy spills into adjacent frequency bins as a result of the Fourier Transform time

window. A raised cosine window has been implemented as shown in Figure 6.7. This

window maintains orthogonality in frequency between the tones (Prorkis, 1989) while

providing enhanced side lobe rejection. An extra I ms of window width was chosen as a

suitable compromise between side lobe rejection and intersymbol inærference (ISD

tolerance. The window requires a trivial amount of additional computation and results in

much improved inærference tolerance, shown in Figure 6.8, as well ¿¡s a small

improvement in Gaussian noise.

6.5.2 Interleaving

Narrowband interference will obliæraæ a tone and degrade the adjacent tones. If a

TCM code runs across the tones the minimum free distance of the code could be exceæded,
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hence better performance can be achieved with the application of an interleaver. It was

found that an interleaver with a diversity of 5 gave the best results, see Figure 6.9.

6.6 NARROW BAND EXCISION F'ILTERING

As a Fourier transform is an essential part of the parallel-tone modem demodulator,

na¡row-band excision can be achieved by applying a non-linear blanking frlær to the

Fourier transform output. The ransfer function of a blanking frlær is given in (6.9).

n. .= {In, 1ISI (6.e)
ur [0, lRl>r

where R,n is the input to the blanking filter,

Ro,t is the output of the blanking filær and

T is a pre-determined threshold.

It is diffrcult to decide at what level the threshold should be set, particularly in a fading

channel. Here simulations were used to find that the best overall performance was achieved

with a threshold 7 dB above the average signal power. Figure 6.10 shows the perforrnance

of the system with the blanking frlær combined with interleaving and windowing. It can be

seen that the blanking filær gives some improvement over the conventional deæctor alone,

however the adaptive Gaussian metric clearly provides greater interference tolerance.

6.7 CONCLUSION

A parallel-tone modem using Trellis Coded Modulation (ICM) which is known to

perform well on fading multi-path channels has been further enhanced to perform in the

presence of narrow band inærfercnco. The most important enhancement involved using a

simple metric for the TCM decoder which was derived by considering the expected noise

environment. The use of a time window preceding the Fourier transform in the parallel-

tone demodulator in conjunction with inærleaving also provided further improvement. The

new modem displays a significant perfoÍnance improvement with swept carrier wave

interference as well as a minor improvement Gaussian noise as can be seen from Figurcs

6.rt & 6.12.
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6.7.1 Further Research

The soft decision metric used, substantially improves perfoÍnance and requires only

very simple modifications to the modem whereas the excision technique examined showed

only modest improvement. It should be noted that stop band excision or notch filæring

could be added as a pre-processor to the already improved modem. There is no doubt that

such a prc-processor would be very effective against a stable high powered ca¡rier wave

inærfercr when designed to use large time window with correspondingly high frequency

resolution. The performance of such systems in real HF noise remains to be established.

An inærfetence simulator or set of inærference recording would help solve this problem.

The compilation of a comprehensive recorded interference library will facilit¿æ the

appropriaæ design and evaluation of traditional and innovative methods of dealing with

interference.
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Chapær 7

THE DESIGN OF'AN IMPULSTVE NOISE TOLERANT MODEM

Abstract

Traditionally, HF modem design and evaluation has been based on the assumption

that HF radio noise is Gaussian and white. However, HF radio background noise is

distinctly non-Gaussian as it comprises high energy impulses interspersed with quiet

periods, (Cook et al., 1994a). This 'impulsive' noise affects the operation of HF modems

in very different ways from Gaussian noise. This chapter details the optimisation of the

coded parallel-tone HF modem, described in Chapter 4, for realistic HF noise. The method

employed was to study the underlying theory of traditional impulsive noise mitigation

æchniques and investigate their effectiveness using an accurate simulation system. This

chapter continues by proposing and investigating some novel æchniques that combine

classical ideas with probability density function (pdÐ estimation and adaptive reception. It

is shown that two of these coined "Adaptive Gaussian Metric" and "Adaptive Laplacian

Metric", are simple to implement and can provide an outstanding 6 dB performance

improvement. This work has been presenæd previously by the author (Giles, 1994b).

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Additive noise is a fundamental problem to the HF modem designer. Narrowband

interference is a powerful component of the totality of HF noise but can often be avoided

by fornritous channel selection whereas impulsive noise generaûed by lightning or man-

made machinery is usually encountered in all propagating bands and must be taken into

account.

An important step in designing modems for the HF impulsive noise envi¡onment is

to study the nature of the noise. A thorough review can be found in Chapær 3. Many

investigations into radio noise have been conducted, with atrnospherically-generaæd noise

being characterised in more detail than man-made impulsive noise. From these studies it

can be stated that the noise is bursty as samples adjacent in time are not independent and

the noise is observed as impulses interspersed with quiet periods. Some noise simulators

have been construcæd, (Watterson & Coon, 1969 and læmmon & Behm, 1993), even

though defining the statistical relationships of HF noise across time remains a perplexing
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problem.

For the performance results given in this chapter, the validity of the noise used was

assured by using pre-recorded HF noise rather than using noise derived from a statistical

model. 'When using pre-recorded noise there is a risk that the samples used are

uffepresentative. The two samples chosen represent the extreme of a library of noise

samples, see Section 5.6.2 for details. A sEong motivation for replaying pre-recorded noise

was the importance of obtaining real noise perforrnance.

This chapær begins with a brief review of the æchniques used to combat non-

Gaussian noise. The performance of a number of different deæctors applied to a high

performance HF modem with additive pre-recorded impulsive noise is then presenæd. It is

shown that substantial performance improvements can be gained by using designs tailored

rowa¡ds real HF noise that differs from AV/GN not only in its probability density function

(pdf) but also in is æmporal statistics.

7.2 A REVIE\ry OF DETECTION THEORY FOR DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS

Consider the coherent, additive noise communications channel.

(7.1)

r = {r,rr,...,rrl ; du -- {d,,pd,,2,...du,r} i n = {nrJtr,...,nrl (7.2)

Where r is the received signal,

d, is the transmitæd codeword rr being one of v possible codewords and

z is the arbitrary additive noise.

The variables r¡, d*, and ni are complex valued as they rcpresent a base-band signal unless

specifrcally stated otherwise. The purpose of the detector is to estimate the transmitæd

codeword â, using only the received signal r.

7 .2.1 The Optimum Detector

The maximum-likelihood deæctor selects the most probable codeword â, , hence it

is optimum in the sense that it minimises codeword error probability:

â,= ug o lP(rld")l (7.3)
¿.

Where P(rV) is the probability of the received signal r given that the codeword 4 was

r.=d.+n.tu,ll
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tansmitted and argmax[.] returns the value of the variable d" that maximises the function

P(rW). In the coherent additive noise channel the probability P(rW) in (7.3) can be

simplified (Scholz & Giles, L992b,1994):

P(rld") = Pn(r4u) Q'4)

Where ø(.) is the pdf of the noise vector, defined over 2k dimensions.

This pdf is ofæn decomposed under the assumption that each noise sample is

independent:

P(rld") = P(rtld",r)P(rrld,")...P(rrld,.) = pn(rr-du.r)p^(rr-d,r)...Pn(rr-d,,r) (7'5)

Traditionally the optimum detector for arbifary non-Gaussian noise, even under the

independence assumption, has not been considered possible to implement but modern

Digital Signal Processing (DSP) devices now make real time implementation feasible in

many situations (Scholz & Giles, 1993a).

7.2.2 T\e Matched Filter

The optimum deæctor for a digital communications signal in AWGN can be

implemented using a matched filær and a decision function. The marched filær detector for

antipodal signalling is the simplest and is illustrated in Figure 7.1. The calculation

performed by this system is given n (7.7) while its derivation from the maximum-

likelihood equation is given by Proakis (1989, p.BQ.

du={dodrl; do= -d, (7.6)

â=d,

0 : s(rod.f +r,do],*...*rrdd¡) (7.7)

â -d,

Where 'is the complex conjugation operator and

S(.) returns the real part of a complex number.

This detector is of low complexity and historically significant. However, it has been

optimised for Independent and Identically Distributed CD) AV/GN. Modified

affangements are needed for impulsive noise.
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7,2.3 
^ 

Blanking or Limiting Non-Lineårity

The majority of energy in a sampled impulsive noise signal is contained in a small

percentage of the samples. A simple method of reducing the adverse effect of impulsive

noise on a matched frlær is to precede the matched frlær with a blanking or limiting non-

linearity as shown in Figure 7.2. Ttte non-linearity nullifies the effect of large received

signal values as these are assumed to be the result of 'noise impulses'. There is some

diffrculty in determining the threshold, defîning the border between small and large

signals, (Ziemer & Fluchel, I97l). A major advantage of this method is that it is very

simple to implement and gives an improvement over the matched filær sysæm in

impulsive noise.

7.2.4 Læally Optimum Bayes Detectors

A deæctor with the same structure as shown in Figure 7.2 cat approach an

optimum detector provided the signal-to-noise ratio per sample is very low and a special

non-linearity based on the noise pdf is used. The derivation of the special non-linearity S(.)

can be found in Appendix 7.I2.2:

! n^(x) (7.8)
s(x)=*t"[p,(x)] =%

These detectors are most useful where the assumption of low signal-to-noise ratio

per sample holds and computational efficiency is vital as is so in spread spectrum systÊms.

7.2.5 Some Optimum Detectors for specific types of Non-Gaussian Noise

A few detectors have been designed that are optimum as outlined in Section 7.2.1

for particular types of non-Gaussian Noise. Two examples a¡e outlined herc.

7.2.5J Optimum detector for Independent and IdentÍcally Distributed LaplacÍan

Noise

Impulsive noise is ofæn assumed to have a L,aplacian or bi-exponential disribution

pdf as given in (7.9).

p(n) =
s2 -"1r, I (7.e)_e
2n

Where s is a scaling factor. Computationally efficient detectors based on this noise

assumption have been built by employing median filters, (Liu et al., 1991). An explanation
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of the connection between Laplacian noise and median filters is given in Appendix 7.I2.1

7 .2.5.2 The Log-Correlator

One model for impulsive radio noise is the generalised "t" model as described by Hall

(1966). An example pdf of the noise under this model is given in (7.10):

p^(n) "f (7.r0)
2(n'.f)'o

Where t' is a measure of the noise power. The maximum-likelihood receiver for this

environment can be easily derived to be:

ô, -- argmint! tn{11r.-d,,)'l-fll
k

D. i=l

(7.11)

This deûector is simple to implement as is shown in Figure 7.3 for the two codeword case.

7.2.6 Designing for Robustness

One approach to designing for envi¡onments containing non-Gaussian noise has

been to use 'robust æchniques'. These are æchniques which have been designed to work

accept¿bly well over the full range of possible conditions, (Kassam & Poor, 1985). This

field of research has encompassed some of the methods already discussed such as limiting

non-linearities, median filtering and locally optimum Bayes detectors. This approach can

offer a great deal of improvement over a design based on Gaussian noise, but has in the

case of the limiting non-linearity, (Huber,1964),led to a scheme of mediocre performance

as the range of conditions used in the design was much wider than the possibilities of the

HF channet. The approach adopæd in this thesis is to firstly examine the HF channel and

then attempt to construct optimum detectors for this environment.

7.2.7 Di*ussion

The majority of research into detectors for Non-Gaussian Noise (NGl.[) to daæ has

concenmþd on hnding computationally efficient solutions in situations where the noise is

assumed identically distribuæd and independent. As tIF radio modems tend to have low

data rates relative to many other mediums, computational efficiency need not be a priority.

Thus only two of the sub-optimal deæctors were fied and then compared to a histogram-

based implementation of the optimum detector. By considering the nature of real HF noise,

two new detectors were designed that do not rely on the independence assumption.
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7.3 THE SIMULATION SYSTEM

The 'Noise and Inærference Replay Simulator System', (outlined in Section 5.3)

was used. This system enabled the testing of an enhanced parallel-tone modem when

perturbed by pre-recorded impulsive noise (see Appendix 5.6.2 for details). As illustrated

in Figure 7.4 the HF impulsive noise was found to contain time periods of very high

power. These bursts were often over one second in length. A single TCM decoder working

sequentially through data pernrrbed by a noise burst would almost certainly fail a.s the code

cannot correct a large number of adjacent effors. The application of long inærleaving will

ease the problem as it spreads the burst across the code. An inærleaver providing 200 ms

separation between adjacent code word elements and resulting in a total delay of 6.4

seconds was chosen as a compromise betrüeen system performance and delay.

7.4 THE SOFT DECISION DECODER METRIC

The maximum-likelihood decoding metric m(dnrr) was stated in Section 4.4 thus:

m(d,,,,r,) = -ln lP(r,1d,.,)) (7 -12)

For a DPSK system operating in AWGN the metric can be writæn as follows:

fl(d,,¡,r ¡,r r, ) = lr,-r,-, expuQ (4j)] It

The performance of the modem using this metric with the recorded impulsive noise

is given in Figure 7.5. Clearly, the system performance is considerably degraded by the

impulsive noise environment. As the limit of a digital communications systems

performance in NGN is at least as high as its performance in Gaussian noise ,

improvements are well worth pursuing.

7.5 A BLANKING NON.LINEARITY

The rationale behind using a blanking non-linea¡ity is that impulses can be deæcted

by their magnitude and erased. The metric for a DPSK system is calculaûed thus:

(7.13)

r! ={
r¿ íf lr,l<threshol.d
0 if lr,l>threshold
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m(du.,,t¡,r¡-,) = lrl-r,1,exp[jQ @,,)]l' (7'15)

The optimum threshol.d of 3.0 dB above the average signal power was determined

experimentally. As can be seen from Figures 7.7 & 7.8 this metric provides a modest

performance improvement over the conventional metric.

7.6 AN OPTIMAL DETECTOR FOR INDEPENDENT AND IDENTICALLY

DISTRIBUTED LAPLACIAN NOISE

Inspection of the pdfs shown in Figure 7.9 reveals that a Laplacian distribution

approximaæs the recorded HF impulsive noise much betær than a Gaussian distribution. A

deæctor was designed assuming the pdf of the processed noise n/given in (7.16).

P,,(nt)= Í¿ *l''l (7 '16)'2n

Where s is a scaling constant. The optimum metric for Laplacian noise becomes:

m(d,.,,r,,r,_,) = lr,-r,_,expUQ(4,,)]l Q.r7)

This detector has substantially betær performance than the standard metric as can be seen

from Figures 7.7 & 7.8.

7.7 OPTIMAL DETECTOR FOR INDEPENDENT AND IDENTICALLY

DISTRIBUTED NON-GAUSSIAN NOISE

An optimum detector should be based on the actual noise pdfs as shown in Figure

7.9 rather than a Gaussian or Laplacian distribution. This can be achieved using a high

resolution histogram of the noise pdf. The metric used becomes:

m(du.,,r,,r¡-,) = -ln lp^(r,-r,-rexp[.10(4,,)])] (7'18)

V/here the function p,(.) is generated from a histogram of the recorded noise. In a

simulation, the function p"(.) can be easily generated in advance but in a practical modem

p,(.) would need to be estimated. This can be done simply via the histogram matching

æchnique outlined in Appendtx7.12.3. The simulation results shown in Figures 7.7 &7.8

indicaæ performance with perfect histogram estimation. These results werc very good but

suqprisingly they were exceeded by the simpler detectors which are described next.
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7.8 THE ADAPTIVE GAUSSIAN METRIC

It is possible to build a deæctor with higher performance in HF impulsive noise

than the oprimum deæctor for IID NGN because the processed samples of IIF impulsive

noise nt are not independent and identically distributed. One aspect of the noise

dependency is that the magnitude of the impulsive noise is relaæd across frequency or

roughly st¿ted the impulses occur at all frequencies at once. Assuming that the noise pdf is

of Gaussian shape but the noise variance is time varying, (6.6) can be modified:

(7.1e)

Where O] is an estimate of the noise variance ntin the time inærval i and (i-l). Similar

metrics have previously been proposed for a narrow-band inærference environment, (Pirez

& Gombault, 1991), and for an impulsive noise environment" (Scholz & Giles, 1993). The

noise variance for a particula¡ time inûerval can be easily estimaæd using samples of the

noise n,, output from the Fourier transform on unused frequencies.

uî =+? lr,rl,*lr,_,¡1, (7.20)

Where nu is the Fourier transformed sample of the received signal at time í and

frequency i and

F is the number of unused frequencies which is 7 for the 16 tone modem.

ln (7.20) the summation is done over all unused frequencies. The performance of the

modem inco¡porating this sysûem is extremely high as shown in Figures 7.7 & 7.8.

7.9 ADAPTIVE LAPLACIAN METRIC

The Laplacian metric can also be made adaptive by estimating the scaling factor s:

m(du.¡,r¡,r¡,) =í,1r.-r--,expti0(4j)lI Q'2I)

s =2F
I lr,r*n,_,rl

(7.22)

I

The variables on the right hand side of (7.22) have the same meaning as those used i¡

,, , lr,-t,-,expti0(4j)ll'
l7l\du,¡,1 ¡,f¡-r)=T
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(7.20). The modem using this metric gave approximately the same high perfonnance as the

modem using the adaptive Gaussian metric.

7.10 DISCUSSION

It has been shown that for a specific modem in authentic HF noise the histogram

based optimum IID NGN detector is not the best. It can be seen clearly from Figure 7.4

that the assumption of independent and identical noise distribution is flawed. An optimum

detoctor should use the pdf of the noise vector ø(.) defined in Scholz & Giles (1992b).

There have been some attempts at defining the æmporal stn¡cture of HF noise, (Hall, 1966

and Læmmon & Behm, 1993) but there are very few deæctor designs that exploit it

Further research into noise models and detectors that do not assume independent and

identically distribuæd noise is likely to lead to HF modems of outstanding performance.

7.11 CONCLUSION

Traditionally, HF modem designs have been optimised for Gaussian noise

conditions even though the background noise is usually impulsive. HF noise recordings

have been used in a series of simulations to examine the performance of a high-

performance HF modem in authentic HF noise. The standard modem was also modified by

alæring the decision metric, i.e. the variable used by the soft-decision decoder. The

performance of the standard and modihed modems \¡/as presented in Gaussian noise

@igure 7.6) and with two impulsive noise samples (Figures 7.7 & 7.8). Each of the

enhancements had only a small effect on the Gaussian noise perfoÍnance while improving

the impulsive noise performance by various amounts. A 'blanking non-linearity' and an

'optimal detector assuming Laplacian noise' both gave modest improvements with a

minimal increase in complexity. An optimal detector for independent identically disfibuæd

non-Gaussian noise was simulated and showed a substantial improvement in performance

over a conventional deæctor. The performance of this deæctor was exceeded by two

adaptive detector designs that attempæd to compensate for the bursty nature of the noise.

This suggests that some description of the inær-dependency between noise samples is

required ûo design best a deæctor for real HF impulsive noise.

A number of methods designed to improve HF modem performance in an impulsive

noise environment have been presented and examined. If complexity is a critical issue

good perfoûnance can be easily obtained using the Laplacian metric otherwise, one of the
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adaptive detectors is recommended as these both provide a substantial performance

improvement while being simple to implement.

7.12 APPENDD(

7.12.1The Median Filter as a Detector in Laplacian Noise.

In this section it is demonstrated that a median filær can provide the maximum-

likelihood estimator of a constant signal in Laplacian noise. For further information on the

use of median frlærs the reader is referred to the literature on 'median filters', 'stack

filæring' and 'rank', (Coyle et al., 1991 and Liu et al., 1991). Consider the problem of

estimating the value of a constant signal embedded in IID Laplacian noise.

r, = d+n. (7.23)

Where r, is the i'å sample of the received signal,

n, is the i'å sample of the noise and

d is the transmitted signal value. In order to present a simple concise proof

all the variables here are real numbers only.

p,(n) = |e*t"t
Q.24)

Where ¿(.) is the pdf of the noise. The value of the transmitæd signal can be estimaæd

using the principle of maximum-likelihood.

â = *g-olÍ7p^(r,-d)l Q.25)
dvi

:. â = argmaxtEh{p,(r,-d)l
dvi

:. A = argmint! lr,-dll

(7.26)

Q.27)
dYí

:.4=argminl E Qíù E @-r)l Q.28)+
d V¡ srch th¿t ¡>d Yi stæh that r,4

The value of d that minimises the expression in Q.28) can be found by sening its firs

derivative to zero.
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d

@t E v;d) E @-r)t = E E 1=0
Yi srch that rf Vi srch thar r,4

+ -1 +

Q.2e)

The solution to (7.29) is that d is the median value of the received samples r, hence a

median filter can be used to obtain a maximum-likelihood estimate in Laplacian noise.

7.12.2 Derivation of the Non-Linearity for the Locally-Optimum Bayes Detector

The following derivation shows that a non-linearity followed by a matched frlær

can form the optimum detector for antipodal signalling in non-Gaussian noise provided that

the signal-to-noise ratio per sample is very small. This derivation only covers the real

signal case but the reader may refer ûo Allinger et al. (1987) for the base-band signal

deæctor. The general form of the maximum-likelihood deæctor is:

Vì srch that ry' Ví stuh that r,4

d =dt

As ln(.) is a monotonically increasing function the maximum-likelihood equation can be

rewritten:

â,= ug a^ tP(rþt,)l
¿

ã"=arg a* ttntP(r14)l
¿

As there are only t'wo possible data decisions, (7.3I) is equivalent to (7.32):

(7.30)

(7.31)

(7.32)o j rntrl'¡a¡)-m{r1rld,))
d =dt

As each noise sample is assumed to be independent:

d=d¡
i=t

(7.33)

Where ¿(.) is the pdf of the non-Gaussian noise. By noting that the signalling is antipodal

Q.33) can be rearranged:

do.,= -dr¡ Q.34)

o 
^: Ð 

lnlp 
^(r,-do,))-ln{p"(r,-d,.)}

d =dt
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ì*
EM',I
j=l

0<
-d,

â=d,

a

ln{p"(r, +d,,, )} -ln{p,(r, -d u)l
2du

l (7.3s)

(7.38)

In the limit, as dr,, becomes small, the expression within the square brackets becomes a

differential by the fundamental theorem of calculus:

(7.36)
¿__d, 

¡*

o 
.: Ð 

2d,,st)
d=dt

! o^(x) (7.37)
g(¡)= d,tnlp,(r)l= ù,

dx p,(x)

Hence the optimum detector can be approximated by a matched filær preceded by a non-

linearity.

7.12.3 Probability Density Function Estimation using a Histogram Matching

Technique

One method of efficiently deærmining the pdf of the noise is by using a histogram

matching method as outlined by Scholz et al. (1992). The estimator firstly divides the

received signal domain into u regions and uses a set of noise samples to compile a

measured histogram m. The measured histogram is then compared to a library of

histograms l={lr,l2,..,lo} representing the expected range of HF channel noise pdf s.

Assuming the noise is independent and identically distribuæd the distribution of measured

histograms given a particular pdf will be multinomial, hence a maximum-likelihood

estimator can be constn¡cted, Scholz et al. (1992):

J=u

i = argmax E*,ln(/,r)v=1.4 j=t

V/here m, is the number of counts in the /¡ region of the measured histogram,

1,, is the size of the.tnt bin in the r'á übrary histogram and

ú is the index of the most probable histogram.

The pdf estimator should return the pdf associaæd with this histogram hç. Library

histograms can be generated using theoretical distributions, an HF noise simulator or IIF

noise recordings.
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The 16-tone modem has spare frequency slots from which noise sarnples can be

obtained but if only received symbols were available, the estimation could be done by

caæful partitioning of the histogram regions, (Scholz et al., 1992) or by incorporating a

channel estimator, (Giles & Scholz, 1992,1993 and Scholz & Giles I992a).
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Chapær 8

A COMPLETE HF RADIO MODEIVI

Abstract

The modem designs required for na¡rowband inærferenæ tolerance and impulsive

noise tolerance have been individually discussed in the previous nvo chapters. Both

impulsive noise and narrowband inærference are common on HF links and can occur

separately or together. Hence a modem designed for the IIF channel should be tolerant to

both these kinds of perturbations.

It was noted that good performance under each of the aforementioned environments

was achieved using the adaptive Gaussian metric. Clearly a single combined modem could

be made by simply crcating a new adaptation algorithm or noise variance estimator

optimised for the mixed environment. A basic noise va¡iance estimator was creaùed and

various options and parameters examined. Of those examined, the best noise variance

estimator was deærmined, but the performance was not very sensitive to the choice of

options and parameûers. Regardless of the precise design, a dramatic performance

improvement was demonstrated by using the adaptive Gaussian meEic with a noise

variance estimator designed for the combined environment.

8.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous two chapters, methods of dealing with narrowband inærference and

impulsive noise have been separaæly discussed. Both kinds of permrbations a¡e common

on HF radio links and can occur separately or together. Therefore, a modem designed for

the tIF channel should cope with both.

The best design for dealing with na¡rowband interference, of those presenûed in

Chapær 6, used inærleaving, Fourier transform windowing and an adaptive Gaussian

metric. This should be compared with the best design for impulsive noise shown in

Chapær 7 which included long inûerleaving and either an adaptive Gaussian metric or ¿ìn

adaptive laplacian mehic. A combination of the two modems should have long

interleaving, Fourier transforrn windowing and an adaptive Gaussian Metic. The remaining

issue is how to adapt the metric or how to estimate the noise va¡iance at a particular time

and frequency. This chapær investigates the problem.
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(JF

A simulation system has been construct€d which was identical to

Chapærs 6 and 7 excepting that both swept carrier wave interference and

(from sample 1) were added to the modem signal. Initially, using this

perfonnance of the modem with the non-adaptive Gaussian metric was determined, see

Figure 8.1. This was then compared with the performance of the modem containing the

adaptive Gaussian metric if the variance of the noise at each time and frequency was

precisely known, see Figure 8.2. Perfect knowledge of the noise was extracæd by

executing the simulation system without a transmit signal from the modem, with the

performance being deærmined via a second execution of the system. Such knowledge is

unattainable in a real tIF communications link, but the result provides a useful limit on the

improvement possible through accurate noise estimation. These observations indicaæd that

a considerable gain was available through accurate noise estimation and this line of

investigation was pursued.

8.2 NOISE VARIANCE ESTIMATION

This section outlines a number of parameûers and options associated with the noise

variance estimation. The option giving the best performance without regard for complexity

was determined and its performance is given for comparison, see Figure 8.3.

The nomenclature already introduced in Chapær 6 needs to be exûended so as to

encompass both the time and frequency dimension. The output of the Fourier transform

within the modem receiver can be expressed as in (8.1) & (8.2).

fí-r,k=c**ft¡-t,* (8.1)

r ¡,r = c *expffQ (4,,,*)f * n,,r (8.2)

Where ri,t

ct

is the complex sample of the decision variable at time i in frequency

band È,

is the result of the channel distortion and the transmission at time Ë1

and at frequency fr,

is the phase shift corresponding to the data transmission d*rr and

is the noise sample afær the Fourier transform at time i and at

frequency ft

0(d"¿J

ll¡,t
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Figure 8.1 Modem performance using the non-adaptive Gaussian metric
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Repeating the derivation given in chapter 6 leads to the adaptive metric as shown in (8.3)-

(8.3)

Where d¡r - estimaæ of noise variance which is required for every sample in time and

frequency. In Chapær 6 the estimates of noise va¡iance were calculated by summing single

noise variance estimates across time at each frequency, see (8.4 & 8.5).

ñ,/, = min(r, ,-r,-r.*exp[j0(d)1)
d

n-l

(8.4)

(8.6)

(8.7)

(8.5)
2m t=0

Where m is the length in time of the estimator filæring. If only impulsive noise is prcsent

the variance could be estimaæd by averaging across frequency.

.l

ôi 1
2

ú.r
1 I lñi"ll,

z(q.Ð r--l

Where q+l is the width in frequency of the estimator. Clearly, a combined estimator for

narrowband inærference and impulsive noise is desirable.

8.2.1 Noise Variance Filter Type

A simpte means of obtaining a noise variance estimate for use in impulsive noise

and narowband inærference is to average the estimates for each of the two types of noise,

(8.s & 8.6).

k E lñ!,u,1'

q

ú., 6

This variance estimate w¿ts inserted into the simulation system and the resulting

performance is shown in Figure 8.4 demonsfating a substantial improvement over the non-

adaptive metric.

1 i rn,'-,.J' . ¿Ð,p" lñírul'
.T
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Figure 8.4 Modem pedormance using a simple average summation to estimate the noise

vanance
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By modelling the noise as being the result of a set of noise generators in time

added to another set in frequency a slightly different variance estimator was discovered. In

this model the variance of the noise at any time and frequency is the sum of a time

component and a frequency component as illustrated in Table 8.1.

frequency

ft f, f'

t1 o?,, = t, *f, êr,r-- t, *f, o?', = tr*f,

t2 6'r,r,=tr.*f, ú., = tr. *f, ú,, -- t, * f,

t3 cl,, -- t, +¡, ú,r= t, *f, o?.r=tr*f,

Table 8.1 Model for combined narrowband inærference and impulsive noise

Now consider the following summations:

time

I lñ,',rlz = mfr+ft,
m

l-0

.l

J=0

(8.8)

E ln!,,f = qt¡*I.f,

t=0

q

l=0

m.l .1

(8.e)

(8.10)EE lñ1,.,1'= ølt^*mlr,
à=0 l=0/¡=0 l=0

,nq

E lnl.,r lv,'.,Y EE lñ1,,1' (8. 1 1)

ú., = t,*fr
À=0 1.0 å=0 l=0

mqmq

The aforementioned equations indicate that a noise va¡iance estimate can be

obtained by filæring the individual squaæ noise estimates lñ.!,-f by a t'wo-dimensional

filær. An example filær for estimatin1 ú,ris shown in Table 8.2. There is one further

complexity. If the noise actually received is inconsistent with the noise model this

estimator may estimaûe, unrealistically a zÊÍo or negative variance. This problem has been

fixed be limiting the minimum value of the va¡iance estimaæ. A limit of 0.3 of the average

va¡iance was found, via experiment, to result in the best performance. Using this metric the
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modem performed slightly betær as is show in Figure 8.3. The decision as to which filær

type to use is a trade of between small performance gain and a small incre¿se in

demodulator complexiry.

8.2.2 Noise Variance Filter Shape

Given the estimation by filæring outlined in the previous section there is still some

choice as to the 2 dimensional shape of the filær. The two obvious choices appear to be

either a "+" shaped filær or an upside down "T" shaped frlær. These options are illustrated

in Tables 8.2 & 8.3.

frequency

tlme

r, ft f'

t1 -u9 2t9 -U9

t2 -U9

u9

2t9 -U9

t3 5t9 a9

Table 8.2 The "T" Shaped filær used to estimate the noise variance {,,

frequency

time

Table 8.2 The "+" Shaped filær used to estimate the noise vanance êr,

The "+" shaped filter, shown in Figure 8.3, had slightly better performance. This is

expected as it is able to take advantage of the correlation of the noise forward in time as

well as backwa¡ds in time. Using this filær does inEoduce more delay into the receiver

than the "T" shaped filter, shown in Figure 8.5, although this extra delay of approximaæly

f' f' ft

tt -u9 u9 -v9

t2 a9 519 u9

t3 -v9 u9 -1t9
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9
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l.4e-03
1.4e-03

18

4.8e-02
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1.1e-03
>1e-04
>1e-04
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>le-M
>1e-04
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>1e-04
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12 15

6.7e-02 5.2e-02
2.9e-02 l.7e-02
6.4e-03 2.&,-03
2.le-03 4.5e-M
8.8e-04 >1e-04
5.3e-04 >le-M
3.8e44 >1e-M
3.le-ùf >le-04
2.5e-M >1e-04
z.0rc-C4. >1e-04
z.0r'-M >le-04

Figure 8.5 Modem performance using the "T" shaped filær in nois€ varia¡ce estimation
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0.1 seconds is not significant when compared to the interleaver delay of 6.4 seconds

involved in this system.

E.2.3 Noise Variance Filter Size

A further parameter considered in ttris study was the size of the noise variance

filær. The performance of the system at one specifîc noise level was compared for various

widths, across frequency, of the filter, see Figure 8.6. The performance improved with

great€r width. This result is expected because impulsive noise is a very wideband

phenomenon so all the frequency samples of the modem can contribuûe beneficially to the

noise va¡iance estimaæ. This indicaæs that for the l6-tone modem all 16 frequency

samples should be used. The performance with length in time, as shown in Figure 8.7, is a

little more interesting. It shows that a length of 11 samples is best and that performance is

not particularly sensitive to this parameær. This is also as expected. Generally the more

samples used the more accuraæ the noise variance estimate, but in this simulation, the

channel is dynamic in time. The simulation has been done with a swept carrier wave

interferer traversing the band at 300 H/s. Hence the a filær with a very large length in

time will perforrn badly because it is using information, too distant in time to be accurate.

8.3 CONCLUSION

A method of substantially improving a coded parallel tone modem's performance in

both impulsive noise and narrowband inærference has been pr€sented. The improvement

was made by simply adding a new noise variance estimator to the designs already outlined

in Chapters 6 & 7. Of the estimators examined the best performance was achieved using

the "+" shaped filær with coefficients calculaæd as shown in (8.11) and having a width

across frequency of 16 samples and length in time of 11 samples. The performance of this

syst€m is given in Figure 8.3 and is a vast improvement on the modem using the

conventional Gaussian metric, see Figure 8.1. Although it was clear which variance

estimator options and parameters produced the best modem the differences were not huge.

Hence the options and parameters should be chosen with consideration of the extra

implementation complexity involved using the results given in this chapær as a guide. The

important point is that for an HF modem to perform on the real HF channel a va¡iance

estimator for both types of noise should be included.
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Chapær 9

CONCLUSION

9.1 REVIE\ry OF ACHMVEMENTS

High frequency radio can provide low cost long-distance communications. IIF radio

modems, the focus of this thesis, have become essential as the use of digitål information in

HF communications systems has expanded. From the perspective of modem design, the fIF

radio channel distorts the transmitæd signal and adds noise and interference. Separate

reviews of distortion, inærference and noise examined how these processes are

conventionally modelled and simulaæd.

The most widely used HF channel distortion model is the Watterson Model

(Watterson et al., 1970) and this has provided a guide to HF modem designers. However.

there is some difficulty deærmining the best model parameters for simulation and with the

design of highly advanced modems there is some risk that good perforrnance may be

realised in the simulations but not on the real HF channel.

There is much useful information available on the nature of tIF noise and

inúerference. Extensive studies have examined the fust order pdfs of atmospheric

impulsive noise and the channel occupancy of inærference. Statistical noise simulators

have been constnrcted but these need to make many assumptions about aspects of the noise

not covered in past studies. A replay simulator for distortion and noise was proposed and

constructed. This overcame the simulation accuracy problems.

There is some risk, with replay simulation, that the recorded channels do not span a

sufFrcient range of conditions, but increasing data storage has given us the ability to store a

gteatÊr amount of replay information than ever before. One must be reminded that a

statistical IIF channel simulator can only be as good as the collecæd data on which it is

ba.sed. Hence, a replay simulator with a large data base can have superior accuracy.

In collaboration with colleagues at DSTO, a parallel tone modem with rellis coded

modulation was developed as a baseline. Iærative experiment¿tion with this baseline

modem proved to be an effective approach to improving the design. This modem was

found to have exceptional performance in recorded tIF channel distortions and those

generaæd by a Watterson Simulator. The problems of narrowband inærferencc and

impulsive noise were then studied separately with many different solutions being examined
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via simulation. Similarities between some of the best designs resulted in a combined

solution with impulsive noise tolerance as well as tolerance to narrowband inærference. As

a result, a modem already tolerant to the distortions of the HF channel could cope with the

most likely types of HF noise and interference. An exarnple of the improvements made is

shown in Figures 9.1 & 9.2. These were generated using data given in Figures 8.1 & 8.3.

These show a substantial performance improvement of greaær than 5 dB in each

dimension. For an IIF system designer such a large improvement may translate into huge

savings, for example, the improved modems could be installed and the transmitær power

reduced by a factor of 4 without degrading performance. If improved simulation techniques

had not been used, the benefit of the new design would not have even been recognised.

9.2 CONTINUING RESEARCH

A full real time voice band HF channel replay simulator currently exists at DSTO

and the system is to be made freely available as software on the internet. The process of

recording and classifying many live channels is well under way (Preiss, 1995). Redesign of

the paratlel-tone format has resulted in another performance leap (Cook, 1995). This

redesigned modem incorporating the improvements detailed in this thesis has been

commercialised and is now available as a product, see Appendix 9.4. The use of spac€

diversity reception has been considered and preliminary results (Gill et al., 1995) look to

be very promising. Investigations examining protocols and networking are underway, 
^t

DSTO, using the improved modems operating over the recorded HF channels. This thesis

has been the basis for much continuing research, resulting in further significant gains in the

performance of FIF communications systems.
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9.3 THE FUTURE

This thesis was concerned with optimising the bit error raæ perfoÍnance of

voiceband ÉIF modems. Although considerable progress has been made there is still much

research ûo be done. Significant improvements in HF communications may be available by

considering slightly wider problems than have been addressed in this thesis.

Space diversity or the use of multiple receive antennas has not been investigaæd

here. This æchnique is not new. However, the replay simulator could easily be extended to

reproduce space diversity reception then, diversity combining æchniques suitable for the

genuine HF environment could be studied. Similarly, the replay simulator could be

exænded in frequency and used to study wider-bandwidth HF modems. Some wideband

HF modems have already been developed offering high reliability communications. If the

detectors were designed specifically for the characæristics of the HF channel then even

higher performance may be realised. Wideband HF systems have mainly been considered

for their stealth properties. If wideband modems are to be used purely to improve

performance, collaborative use of the spectrum and networking aspects need to be

considered which would constitute another interesting area of resea¡ch. This thesis has

considered, generally, bit error rate to be the modem performance measure. For some

applications delay and the structure of bit errors is very important, with ultimately the

effect of the modem on its application, operating within a communications network, being

the true performance measure. Uttimaæly, the modems need to be considered as elements

of a communications network, with the improvements described in this thesis, we are a

large step closer to achieving this goal.
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9.4 APPENDIX

Many of the ideas outlined in this thesis have been incorporaæd into an adaptive

radio modem, in particular the chirp modem and the enhanced parallel modem. A copy of

a brochure summarising this product follows.

'GE@-lllfarconi
The Adaptive Radio Modem - ARM 9401

for Reliable Communication Over HF L¡nks

Advantages
. Reliable Data Communications Over HF

4800 bps over a standard 3kHz
good channel
Full duplex, half duplex or
simplex operation
Extremely robust in all conditions
Guaranteed grade of service with ARQ
No requirement for block
synchronisation
Two synchronous / asynchronous
DTE interfaces
Built in Test facility
ASCII remote control
Windows based control
Software available

. Full Automation

Automated Wavef orm Detection
Data rate adjusted to circuit conditions

. FlexibiliU

Full range of US MIL-STD modems
Range of NATO STANAG modems
Sync-on-preamble and sync-on-data
(Serial Mode)
DSP code can be downloaded for ease
of upgrading

CHIRP MOOEM

The chirp modem is a low rate (75 bps) extremely rugged
modem A ch¡rp waveform. ie a stnusotd swepl for 300 Hz

to 3 kHz. rs phase modulated by the coded dala 11 is

capable of operating at very low signal to noise ratros and
wilh very large interlerers, either CW or impulsrve The dala
rs coded by a 112 rate convolutional code and transmitted
as QPSK symbols This provides a ma¡or perlormance
increase over transmin¡ng uncoded BPSK symbols The

chirp modem provides probab¡l¡ty measures which provtde

sotl decis¡on different¡ally decoded data to lhe convolul¡onal
decoder which maxim¡ses lhe perlormance of the
modem/codec

SERIAL TONE MODE

The srnqle lone modem 1u!puls a baseband l\4-ar; PS/.
analog waveform on 3 ì 800 Hz carrier ior lransmrssror :. :
srngle channel The pedormance of the modem,s
enhanced by the use ot a con,,aiulronal encoder brl

rnterleavrng and maxrmum lrke!rhood (Vilerbr) sotl dec'srcn
decodrng A powerful Dala Drrecled Equa|satron iechl t,€
has been rmplemented whrch removes lhe etfecls of
ronosphenc multr path echoes Jrom the dala Both
"Synchronrsalron ol Preamble and "Synchrontsalron o1
Data" are provided

FSK MODE

The Srngle Channel FSK t'lrrd€ ,s def rned by MIL STD'':i
I l0A Both lhe narrorv 3no wrde lrequency shrll .Jplrcns a"j
ava¡lable ln addrtron lhere rs an opllon whrch allows th€

user lo program lhe cenlef anÕ shrh lrequencres rn sle9s ji
1 Hz in lhe 300-3000 Hz frequency range

oNs

i GEC. ÂE;f 9401

ENHANCED PARALLEL TONE

The enhanced parallel lone moÕem ts a cevelopmenl a' :-¿
existrng 16 tone Kineplex moden The ma¡or

enhancements are achie,.,ei b'.'ihe use cl modern I'eri:s
Coded Modulatron (TCN4) schenes and opllmum oelec: '.
methods The Doppler tone rn',he Kinepìer waveform 's -t!
requìreó which results in an ex::a rncreasg rn SNR
perlormance

16 TONE KINEPLEX

The 16 tone parallel mod¿m descflbed by MIL-STD-t 88
1 104, Appendrx A accepts serial btnary data rnpul ano

converls thrs rnto ditferentral PSK (DPSKi cata ton€s
transmrtled at the constanl moõulator outoul of 24C0 Cos

lnformatron rates of 75 Ìo 2-100 3ps are provrded flo ca. ai
or rnterleavrng rs perlormed

39 TONE MODE

The 39 tone parallel modem descflbed bv tvllL STD'18¿
1 1 0A Appendrx B accepts data rates ol l5 lo 2.100 bcs
perlorms Fìeed-Solomon ccdrnE and interleavrng and
converls the resulttng brt siream rnto 39 orlhogonal
Ouadrature Drfferentral Phase-Shrft'Keyrng tODPSK, cala
lones al the modulator oulpul cÐr1 The moduìal¡on ra:: lì
3466 bps rs conslanl ior ?il daia rates

Ð

uNlCOIUI
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E@EG-Marconi
INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS

Audio 600 ohms balanced. Ad.justabte in
range +i0 dBm to -40 dBm_

Radio Keyline Open collector.

Data Two synchronous /asynchronous,DTE
rnterlaces MIL-STD-1 gg-144A with
EIA-RS-292 / 422 pro¡ocot

Control Two asynchronous interfaces using
RS-232 protocol.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

Temperalure 00C to + 55"C operating
-400C to + 70oC storage

Humidity 0-907", non-condens¡ng

DusWibrat¡on Commercial rugged¡sed

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Size 3 5H x 9 5W x tOD inches (8 9H x
24 1W x 25 4D cm)_

Mounting 19 inch rack mountable. Two modems
can fit in a single rack space

Power Supply 1 1 5V / 24OV 50-60 Hz or 1 0 - 28 VDC

Power less then 35 Watts

Modulation

Tone Library

Bandw¡dth

Spacing

Doppler Tone

Coding

lnterleav¡ng

39 TONE MODE

Defined by

lnformat¡on Rate

Modulation

Tone Library

Bandwidth

Frequency Spacing

Doppler Tone

Error Detect¡on
and Coding

lntedeaving

GEC - ffi¡rcon¡ Sy¡teñs
Faraday Part Ra¡tway R@d
MEADOWBANK N S W 2l t{ Auslraha

Diflerentially Coherent 4 phase
or 2 phase PSK.

1 6 Data Tones.

935 Hz - 2585 Hz.

1.f 0 Hz.

605 Hz.

None

None

MIL-STD-1 88-1 1 0 Appendix B.

75, 150,300,600, 1200,2400 bps.

ODPSK modulation

39 Oata Tones

675 - 2812.5 Hz.

56 25 Hz.

393.75 Hz.

(7,3) Beed-Solomon (1 4, 1 O)
for 2400 bps.

Block ¡nterleaving. Eight select¡ons
including none at 24OO bps and 4
s€lect¡ons includ¡ng none at all olher
information rates.

Telephone: + 61 (O)2 8Og 97m
Fa6imrle: + 6l (0)2 8O9 9900

Copyr¡ght Oct 19

CHIRP MODEM

Defined by

lnformation Rate

Tone Library

Error Detection
and Cod¡ng 1/2 rate convolut¡onal code.

memory length 10

At least 30 seconds of cyclic
interleaving.

75 frames per second with two
bils per frame

lnlerleaving

Transmiss¡on Rate

ENHANCED PARALLEL TONE
Defined by DSTO.

lnformation Rate 150, 3OO, 600, 1200,2400, 4gO0 bps_

Coding Convolut¡onal code,
constraint length 7
Trellis Coding for higher
lnformation Rates.

lnterleaving At leasl .17 seconds of cycfic
interleavtng

.I6 TONE KINEPLEX

Defined by MIL-STD-188-1 10 Appendix A & MtL-
STD.1 88C:

75, 150, 300, 600, 1200,2400 bps

rær coMtltuñflcATtoNs

SINGLE CHANNEL FSK
Defined by MtL-STD-188-1j0A.

lnformat¡on Rate 75, 1SO, 3OO bps

Modulation Single channel Two Tone FSK.

FSK-Narrow Center 2805 Hz. Shitt ol r 4Z.S Hz.

FSK-Wide Center 2OOO Hz. Shitt of r 425 Hz.
FSK-Programmable programmable center and shift

frequenc¡es in 1Hz steps in the 3OO to
3000 Hz frequency range.

SERIAL TONE MOOE

Defined by M|L-STD-IBB-110A

lnformat¡on Rate 75, 150, 3OO, 600, 1200, 2400, 4BOO
(uncoded) bps

Tone Library Single tone with carrier at 1g00 Hz.

Coding Convolutionaf constraint ¡ength 7, rate
1/2 or uncoded.

lnlerleaving None, O.6s short, 4.Bs long.

OPTIONS

STANAG 4285 - Seriat Tone

STANAG 4l97 - 39 Tone

STANAG 4481 - S¡ngte / Muttichannel FSK

DSTO

75 bps

Ch¡rp, 300 Hz - 3000 Hz

lnformation Rate

þ-æw c,-r aæd Gry d tu øtu{3) ¿ hil d h Fr d ãry "-reÈlm@btudq6Éybæn&F&(s) d ñtuffid s4.y
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Simulation of High Frequency Voice Band Radio Channels

Timothy C. Giles & Ian WilloughbY
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The reviewing work done for this paper was conducted entirely by myself. Ian Willoughby

helped with the formatting, diagrams and production of the paper as well as being responsible for

the preliminary constn¡ction of the replay simulator. I presenÛed this paper.

In the light of further experience my thoughts on a few minor points in this paper have

been modified. The discrete paths assumption mentioned in Section 2J of the paper does have

some problems when considering a practical bandwidth. This issue was addressed in Section

2.2.1. of this thesis. I would like to thank Dr John læmmon of NTIA for alerting me to this

dilemma. Furthermore, the parameters of the most current version of the replay simulator have

been optimised to increase its accuracy. A sample rate of 8000 samples per second is currently

used in order to reduce the amount of processing required. As a result of fufther investigations

the length of the probe wave form was modified to be 32 ms long. This simultaneously minimised

time and frequency aliasing with most of the time delay spread being the result of HF voiceband

transmitter and receiver equipment
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errors made during the editing of this paper:

Equation 6, should read:
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Mo,,r= | I r-r ' +ln(2æO') (6)

The performance of the uncoded 16-tone modem in AWGN as given in the Figures 4 and 12 was

approximately 0.7 dB too pessimistic. I would like to thank John Nieto of Ha¡ris RF

Communications for helping me discover this flaw. The corrected curve is shown below:
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This paper is the laæst in a series describing the HF modem æchnology developed at

DSTO. The æam working on rhis project has been led by Dr Sæphen Cook and my principle

contribution has been on the underlying modulator and demodulator and the deæction meEics.

Mark preiss presented the paper. He was not an author but was fully conversant with the material.

This paper is an advancement over Chapter 4 of this thesis in that an improved code has

been used for 2400 bps. Unfortunately the modem comparisons were done on CCIR Watærson

Channels as the DSTO HF Radio Replay Simulator was not available at the time. Now that the

full replay simulator has been compleæd this problem need not arise again.
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